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Sharon Wilson-Taylor named Mark Kelly’s
successor, college scraps national search plan
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO & ARIANA PORTALATIN

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

CAMPUS EDITOR & CAMPUS REPORTER

interim vice president of Student Success for two months, Sharon Wilson-Taylor was named
the permanent vice president of Student Affairs Sept. 7,
according to an email sent to faculty and staff by President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim.
Wilson-Taylor was appointed as a temporary replacement
for Mark Kelly, former vice president of Student Success,
after he left the college to serve as commissioner of the
city’s Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events,
as reported July 20 by The Chronicle.
The position’s former title, vice president of Student
Success—a change Kim originally made in 2013 when Kelly
held the position—is now switching back to vice president
of Student Affairs. According to Kim, the change is meant
to recognize that many factors fall under student success,
including academics and economics.
Wilson-Taylor, who has worked at the college for
26 years, holds a doctorate in Education from Loyola
University Chicago, a master’s degree in Education from
Roosevelt University, a bachelor’s degree in Psychology
from Illinois State University.

Emanuel’s Police Accountability
proposal raises questions
» ERIC BRADACH

METRO REPORTER
LEGISLATION AUTHORIZING A new agency

to investigate police misconduct
complaints is pending City Council
approval, and the draft has spurred
skepticism from local groups.
The Police Accountability Ordinance
draft, a months-long project from

Mayor Rahm Emanuel and several city
aldermen, was launched following the
Nov. 19, 2015 release of footage showing
the shooting of Laquan McDonald by
Chicago Police officer Jason Van Dyke,.
The proposal is due to be voted on Sept.
29 at a special council meeting, according to an Aug. 31 mayoral press release.
The proposed ordinance features
new policies, procedures and the

creation of the Civilian Office of Police
Accountability, a new body replacing the Independent Police Review
Authority to investigate accusations
of police misconduct, and a new Public
Safety Deputy with the power to audit
the new agency.
Emanuel’s ordinance draft was
designed to “ensure investigations
of officers are independent, fair, timely
and transparent,” as stated in the
press release.
This ordinance is part of the evolution of Chicago’s police accountability system, said Douglas
Thomson, a professor of criminal

SEE CPD, PAGE 44

Sharon Wilson-Taylor was announced as vice president of Student
Affairs in a Sept. 7 email from President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim.

SEE SHARON, PAGE 14
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Columbia’s
largest dorm
for sale
» CONNOR CARYNSKI

CAMPUS REPORTER
THE UNIVERSITY CENTER, Columbia’s largest dorm build-

ing shared with DePaul, Roosevelt and Robert Morris
universities, has been posted for sale on the website for
CBRE—a multi-national real estate company.
Though the building may have a new owner, its
function will most likely remain the same, according
to a Sept. 9 statement from Columbia spokeswoman
Cara Birch.
“Columbia, along with other institutions, has chosen
the University Center as one of our core residencies
and made a long-term commitment to remain at the
property,” Birch said in the statement.
The building’s owners are considering refinancing, or
adjusting interest rates by swapping loan agreements,
according to a Sept. 8 emailed statement from Linda
Blakley, vice president of DePaul’s Office of Public
Relations & Communications.
“Partnering institutions have engaged an agent to
evaluate other financing options, including, potentially,
a sale transaction, should a compelling purchase offer
emerge,” Blakley said in the statement.
Blakley declined to comment further.
Investors are likely to be interested in the building
because its income is mostly dependent on college enrollment rates rather than fluctuations in the real estate
market, according to Crain’s Chicago Business.
President of Public Relations for Roosevelt University,
Thomas Karow, declined to comment on the sale.
The University Center is valued at more than the $150
million it took to build, according to a Sept. 6 Crain’s
article. With $127 million in bonds financing the property, selling the building could be profitable, according
to the article.
After several interview requests with interim
vice president of Business Affairs and CFO Richard
Dowsek, and other inquiries for further information
about the college’s future with the dorm, Birch denied
all further requests.
Yolanda Valle, CBRE senior director and main contact
for the University Center sale, could not be reached for
comment as of press time.
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

» staff

EDITOR’S NOTE

VP announcement limits message,
transparency questionable
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Sharon Wilson-Taylor, former associate
vice president and Dean of Students who
was asked to fill in as interim vice president
of Student Success following Mark Kelly’s
departure, was permanently appointed—along
with a revert back to Kelly’s original title—to
vice president of Student Affairs, announced
in a Sept. 7 email to faculty and staff.
With Wilson-Taylor’s credentials, history
at Columbia and ability to bring different
viewpoints to the administrative cabinet,
she is likely the best person to succeed Kelly.
However, the announcement and subsequent
administrative actions regarding her appointment lacked consistency and left students out
of the equation.
Despite Wilson-Taylor and President and
CEO Kwang-Wu Kim’s recent comments on
improving the student experience and WilsonTaylor’s visibility, the formal email was not
sent to students. The announcement, like the
one for her interim appointment, was sent
exclusively to faculty and staff, leaving those
directly affected left to figure it out. While The
Chronicle relays this information to students,
Columbia ignoring its responsibility to also do
so is troublesome.
If the administration wants to send a consistent message telling students to use Student
Affairs as a resource, not letting them know
Kelly—a student favorite for decades—has
been replaced can make that message seem
insincere. If students aren’t notified about
changes to student-serving higher-ups, how
useful can that administrator be?
In addition to the limited access, a July
7 email to faculty and staff from Kim also
discussed future preparations for a national
search starting in the Fall 2016 Semester to
permanently replace Kelly. In a July 19 interview with The Chronicle, Wilson-Taylor also
said she would be “filling in” until the national
search was completed.
The decision to not follow through with a
national search is major, as the process is an
expensive and time-consuming undertaking
that may or may not yield successful results.
Omission of the scrapped search from the
Sept. 7 announcement causes confusion and
makes the decision process seem cursory,
leaving people to draw their own conclusions
as to why it wasn’t carried out.
Other unanswered questions include
whether Wilson-Taylor’s previous position
2 THE CHRONICLE SEPTEMBER 12, 2016
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will continue to exist—as she currently does
the work of both—as well as what the revert
from “Success” to “Affairs” means.
In an attempt to report the breaking news,
The Chronicle requested interviews with Kim
and Wilson-Taylor. Those requests were not
immediately approved by college spokeswoman Cara Birch, but the administrators
unexpectedly came to The Chronicle’s office
with the expectation to be interviewed on
the matter, despite prior warning to Birch
that the reporter working on the story was in
class at that time. Another reporter—luckily
available—was able to quickly substitute. A
follow-up interview request with Kim was
also initially denied but later occurred with
reporter persistence.
While The Chronicle appreciates administrator visits, surprise notice from the college’s News Office and the expectation for
said administrators to be interviewed by
knowingly-absent employees is inappropriate. It creates distrust and suspicion around
the announcement. It also is disrespectful of
administrator’s time when The Chronicle is
unable to give their presence and		
thoughts the
proper attention—something often fought for.
It’s critical during significant changes
directly affecting students that the decision
is not clouded by administration-made suspicions, especially when Wilson-Taylor has
the chops to back up Kim’s choice.
For any announcement of this magnitude,
let the decision speak for itself, accompany
it with appropriate facts and answers to
anticipated questions. Over-controlling the
narrative makes it look like there is something
to hide, leaving uncertainty looming long after
the announcement date.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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New Career Center aims to help students find work opportunities » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
» PHOTOS MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

Ervin Johnson, a 2012 photography alumnus and creator of “#InHonor”, held a reception for his gallery
show on Sept. 8.

Johnson said his artistic technique includes
mixing photography and paints by creating
different textures over collaged photos.

‘#InHonor’ publicizes
national race issues
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
PHOTOS AND NAMES of individuals who lost

their lives in nationally recognized incidents protested by the Black Lives Matter
movement—including Michael Brown,
Trayvon Martin and Oscar Grant—line
the “#InHonor” alumni exhibition.
The exhibit, which debuted on Sept. 6
and runs until Oct. 7 at the C33 gallery
in the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building,
was created and arranged by artist Ervin
A. Johnson, 2012 photography alumnus.
Sophomore journalism major and exhibit
attendee Naquesha Richardson felt a
deep connection to “#InHonor” because
it included personal narratives similar to
Sandra Bland’s, another publicized death
protested by Black Lives Matter.
The powerful message of the artwork
reminded Richardson that she belongs to
the same organization as Sandra Bland had,
the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, before
her death in police custody at the age of
28, she said.

Bland’s story made national headlines
and sparked controversy after she was
pulled over by police July 10, 2015, for failing to use a turn signal. She was arrested
and found dead in her jail cell. Richardson
did not know Bland personally but her
sorority was impacted by the incident.
“[Sigma Gamma Rho has] been partnering with [Bland’s] mother [by conducting]
community awareness seminars on what
to do when you get stopped by the police,”
Richardson said.
Johnson said his artistic process
included painting over photographs to
give texture and highlight key points.
He designed “#InHonor” around social
activism to raise awareness about racism,
discrimination and police brutality.
Johnson said the hashtag in the exhibition’s title—tied to many modern social
movements, including Black Lives Matter—
plays a key role in the gallery.
“This movement is happening not only
out in the streets where people are marching, but also mobilizing via social media,”

Johnson said. “I thought this work could
be a part of that, with the sharing of the
images and contributing to the discussion
at large.”
Haydee Souffrant, project coordinator of the Department of Exhibitions,
Performance and Student Spaces, worked
closely with Johnson.
“Within the political climate we’re living
in today, it is important to be able to see
artists, especially young artists, using
their work to really challenge the landscape [and] discuss the traumas and experiences of communities that are often times
triggered by racial and social injustice,”
Souffrant said.
Souffrant added that “#InHonor” shows
that students artwork can be tied to political issues and still be featured in a fine
art gallery.
One of the goals of the exhibition was to
be inclusive of all people and their opinions,
Johnson said.
“With my work, especially with this
series, I’m trying to incorporate the regular
person who sometimes doesn’t feel like
this is a space for them,” Johnson said. “A
lot of people I deal with don’t feel like they
can participate in conversations about fine
art or enjoy going to galleries.”
Johnson said the constant display
of shootings and deaths on television

and social media, coupled with a lack of
response from the public, prompted him to
create his work to generate change.
Richardson said Johnson’s work has
potential to inspire students to create
projects that advocate their own cause.
“This kind of gave me an idea for something I would like to do in my own community,” Richardson said.
This reaction from Richardson is the
response Johnson said he hoped his work
would generate, he said.
“I’ve sat here for eight weeks, watched all
types of people walk by and seen their reactions,” Johnson said. “There was one time
where a group of black toddlers walked by
and they pointed up at the portraits and
their faces lit up. What my work is about
at its core—not just this series, but everything—is representation.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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SFS payment plans cause student confusion
» AMELIA GARZA

CAMPUS REPORTER
WHEN JUNIOR JOURNALISM major
Mikhaela Padilla received a Student Financial Services email
in August informing her about
a drastic change in her payment
plan, she was left with questions about the college’s steadily
increasing cost of attendance and
how to finance it, Padilla said.
“I was on my computer, and I
was crying, [thinking], ‘How am
I going to pay for this?’” Padilla
said. “I dropped one of my classes
so I could have more time to work.
I can’t deal with the stress. It’s just
so frustrating.”
According to Padilla, her past
monthly installments were doubled, and the unexpected payment
increase rose to about $1,148.
“That [amount] is more than my
paycheck per month,” she added.
After a Sept. 7 meeting with
SFS, Padilla’s payment plan was

terminated and she is now using
a Parent PLUS Loan her family
applied for following the steep
increase to her payment plan.
Despite its goal of creating student accountability, SFS’ payment
plans have caused students confusion as they struggle to understand
its communications, whether a
plan is needed and the effect of
changes made to individual plans.
According to Assistant Vice
President of SFS Cynthia
Grunden, a payment plan is “like
a contract” made for students.
Whether or not a student needs
or wants to set up a payment plan,
SFS sends emails before each
semester with the subject reading,
“Reminder: You are Required to
Establish a Payment Plan.”
Because emails continue to
be sent even if students have
already paid their tuition in full,
Austin Anglin, senior cinema art
+ science major, said they cause
unnecessary worry.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
Assistant vice president of Student
Financial Services Cynthia Grunden
said SFS’s goal is to not have finances
be an issue for students.

“I [used to] freak out,” Anglin
said. “I always get nervous that
there is something wrong with

the bill or there is something I
didn’t pay.”
The emails state that failure
to pay in full or establish a payment plan by the given date “may
result in a financial hold on [a student’s] account and a $150 fee for
non-compliance.” The email adds
that the college reserves the right
to cancel a student’s class schedule
if he or she fails to comply.
The emails and payment plans
are supposed to motivate students to be proactive, according
to Grunden. She added that if students make the plans to pay by the
deadline, they can then focus on
school rather than worry about
finances.
According to Grunden, when
students sign up for a payment
plan, they are required to pay a
percentage of their balance up
front—a fee ranging from $45 to
$85—and a number of installments
spread throughout the semester.
Costs vary and the longer students wait to sign up, the higher
their down payment and fee will
be, she added.

To prevent confusion, Columbia
should have a database that distinguishes between students who use
payment plans from students who
do not, Anglin said.
“There [has] to be a better situation than to just send out a mass
email,” Anglin added.
When senior interactive arts
and media major Julia Spencer
realized the emails were from SFS,
she had already missed the deadline to establish a payment plan.
“It’d be better if they would mail
out [payment plan information
instead of email],” Spencer said.
“They only [mailed it out] once, and
that was really early on.”
Padilla said she did not receive
proper help via email or over the
phone and did not receive answers
until she sat down with an SFS
counselor.
“I feel like nothing is going to be
done unless we continually bring
up the situation until they get tired
of us, and that’s not how it should
be,” Padilla said.
agarza@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday September 12
Guitar Student Convocation

12:00 pm

Wednesday September 14
Music Student Convocation
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Thursday September 15
Music Student Convocation
Student Piano Recital #1 at the Sherwood
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Students compete for spot in
Millennium Park showcase

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE »WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Three students (from left to right: Orel Chollette, Dolly Nyguen, and Liam Trumble) spent the weekend
competing in the first Red Bull Illume Collegiate Workshop and Competition for a chance to have their
photo shown in a Millennium Park showcase.

THREE COLUMBIA STUDENTS competed alongside 15 students from other schools chosen
nationwide, Sept. 10–12 in Chicago for a
chance to have their photos featured at the
Red Bull Illume stop at Millennium Park,
in the first Red Bull Illume Collegiate
Workshop and Competition.
Orel Chollette, a senior cinema art + science major; Dolly Nyguen, a senior television major; and Liam Trumble, a sophomore
design and business & entrepreneurship
double major were all chosen as contestants
in the competition.
The students participated in activities
sponsored by Red Bull throughout the
weekend, leading up to a photo shoot with
professional athletes. They also received
mentorship by Red Bull photographers who
previously won the Red Bull Illume Global
competitions in the past.
The students were chosen by being “movers” in the photography world at their school,
or by being photographers looking to learn
more about sports photography, according
to a press release from Red Bull.
According to Trumble, he and the other
two contestants stayed in the Hard Rock
Hotel and visited several locations on
Saturday where they photographed the
professional athletes.
Chollette said he was not aware of how
distinguished the competition was at first.
“When they started saying they’re flying
other people out from different states to
come to Chicago, and they’re having this
whole schedule, bringing all [of] these professionals, I [thought], ‘This is a big deal,’”
Chollette said.
This is the first year Red Bull let college students compete, though the Illume
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global competition is held every three years,
according to Red Bull photographer and
mentor Ryan Taylor.
According to the Red Bull press release,
the purpose of the competition is creating
potential Red Bull Illume Global winners.
The opportunity for people to learn from
professionals is beneficial, Trumble said.
“I’m always loving it when corporations
get behind any sort of art and give opportunities to youth,” Trumble said. “Even though
it may seem like younger people have everything figured out, they always need that help
and that little bit of a push.”
Taylor and two other judges, Red Bull photographers Christian Pondella and David
Lehl, will pick the top three photos to be
shown in Millennium Park.
The winning photos are also shown
worldwide, according to Lehl. The Illume
competitions are a traveling show that visit
several cities around the world. For each
showcase, the photos are displayed in seven-foot by seven-foot, illuminated cubes for
the public to view.
When considering what makes a good
photo, Taylor said he looks for technical
ability and overall quality, but the biggest
aspect is emotional impact.
“I’m looking for whatever is the most powerful, impactful [and] memorable image,”
Taylor said. “Something that provokes
emotion [and] gets the biggest reaction out
of myself.”
Being able to display photos in a public
setting is beneficial for photographers,
Chollette said.
“I love when my photos are in the real
world, not just staying on Instagram or
my website. I love seeing it printed and
out there,” Chollette said.
Students had to apply and be chosen
for a chance to compete. Chollete said

SEE RED BULL, PAGE 15

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER

CAMPUS

Provost addresses enrollment drop,
faculty’s transparency concerns
Senior Vice President & Provost Stan
Wearden acknowledged the lack of faculty
consultation in the merger of the Theatre
and Dance departments and predicted
greater collegewide enrollment drop at a
Sept. 9 Faculty Senate meeting.
Wearden admitted to senators that there
should have been faculty consultation
during the summer administrative merger.
“There are lots of reasons why it didn’t
happen, but they are not good reasons,”
Wearden said. “We really should have consulted [faculty] and we did try to make a
good faith effort to address that.”
He added that the two departments are
not permanently merging, and this temporary solution will last for one year.
According to Wearden, the administrative merge was an effort to respond quickly

to former Theatre Department Chair John
Green suddenly leaving his position.
“We should have consulted in advance,
but I do want you to understand that this
was an effort to serve the departments and
to serve the students,” he said.
Wearden added he was surprised by the
number of “out of office” email replies he
received from faculty when he tried to contact them during the summer and asked
faculty to avoid the automatic responses
because students may feel it shows a lack
of interest.
Wearden also predicted the college
will face at least four more years of
falling enrollment, adding Columbia
is in an emergency state following its
eight-year enrollment decline.
“Solving enrollment is not a magic
wand,” Wearden said. “Next fall [semester] we will have fewer students than we
did this fall. It’s going to take some time.”

STUDENT

DISCOUNT AT
PEACH and GREEN

SEE FACULTY, PAGE 15

» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR
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» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Senior Vice President & Provost Stan Wearden admitted the lack of communication with faculty during
the summer, but asked for more faculty engagement and presence.

*Valid only with student ID card. Expiration date August 2017.
Cannot be combined with other offers.
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» FILE PHOTO

US of CC negotiations continue, building
and department representatives elected
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR
AS YEARS-LONG UNION staff contract negotiations continue from
the summer and into the upcoming semester, more than 15 United
Staff of Columbia College mem-

bers were appointed as building
and department representatives,
according to a Sept. 2 email sent
by US of CC Election Committee
Chair and Education Coordinator
Sheila Brady.
Elected representatives will
serve union members, as stated

in the email. New executive board
members will work directly on
union contract negotiations that
have been going on for approximately three years. They will
join Radio Department engineer
and US of CC President Nick
Hoeppner with bargaining .

House of Hookah
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To apply for a position, please visit: chicagohookah.com/employment

• Open 7 Days a Week • B.Y.O.B. •
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$10 off
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Expires May 31, 2017
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interested in,” Hoeppner said.
The union called the contract
review process “regressive”
during the summer, as members thought they were close to
finalization, he added. The union
felt it was close to finalizing the
contract. However, Hoeppner
added that he would hold both the
Human Resources Department
and the General Counsel equally
responsible for this regression.
Ramona Gupta, coordinator of
Asian American Cultural Affairs
in the Multicultural Affairs Office
and 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building
area representative, said she was
honored to accept the position
because she has been an active
union member working on an
agreement for years.
“I really value unions, and
I know US of CC has done a
lot of great work to create a
more equitable workplace for
staff,” Gupta said. “I see this
as an extension of those same
efforts. I really want to be
more involved with the union
and support however I can.”

SEE STAFF, PAGE 16

US of CC announced its new building and
department representatives in a Sept. 2
email as contract bargaining sessions
continue at the college, despite members
thinking it was possibly near finalization.

Members include Tanya
Harasym, vice president and communications committee chair;
Marija Kovacevic, secretary; Eric
Bailey, treasurer; Oscar Valdez,
membership committee chair;
Mary Badger, negotiations committee chair; Craig Sigele, grievance committee chair; and Joan
McGrath, Cole Robertson and
Mike Bright, IEA representatives.
Brady said representatives
communicate concerns, interests
and progress of the union to members in different departments and
buildings and the organization’s
Executive Committee. Brady said
they let leadership know about
problems as well.
Hoeppner said the most recent
bargaining session between the
union and the college held Sept. 8
focused primarily on solving outstanding issues such as wages and
job security for union members.
“We got close on the college
notifying the union when there
would be upcoming job eliminations or layoffs, which is something that the union has been

CAMPUS
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New director to lead Career Center,
students toward success
as a working musician for 16
years in Chicago helps him relate
to creative students.
“I can understand and relate to
the creative mindset of students
at Columbia,” Friedman said. “I
can combine my personal and
professional side and be in a fun,
engaging environment.”
According to Friedman, his
responsibilities will include managing and setting goals for the
Career Center, as well as helping
students land jobs during and after
their time at Columbia.
“Students need to be prepared
to enter the workforce, and we
can bridge that gap between what
employers want and what the students have,” Friedman said.
Friedman’s appointment follows other changes at the Career
Center, including a move to the
618 S. Michigan Ave. Building
and the merging of several

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
ERIK J. FRIEDMAN was appointed as
associate dean of Career Development and Industry Relations as
Columbia’s Career Center enters
its inaugural semester, according
to a Sept. 7 email from Vice President of Student Affairs Sharon
Wilson-Taylor.
Friedman has 15 years of
experience in career and program development and industry relations. Prior to coming to
Columbia, he served as director
of Student Employment and New
Student Engagement for DePaul
University’s career center, according to the email.
Friedman said he was looking
for an opportunity to lead his
own team while at Depaul and
jumped at the chance to work at
Columbia. He said his experience

Columbia services now housed
in the center, including Student
Employment, Student Affairs,
and intern advising.
Although the staff is still settling into the new location and
no specific goals are in place for
the Career Center, Wilson-Taylor
said she is already impressed with
Friedman’s leadership skills.
“I like that he’s [told] the staff,
‘OK, the place may not be as we
want it to be, but students are here,
so our job is to make sure that
they have our utmost attention,’”
Wilson-Taylor said.
Wilson-Taylor added that she
thought Friedman was a good fit
for the position because he understood the value of career centers.
“He articulated how he believed
we could best reach employers in
the industry, [and] how we could
engage the college community,”
Wilson-Taylor said.

Arti Café
t
-SINCE 1961-

15% OFF

412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

Students, faculty, and staff

312.939.7855

Mon - Thurs
Void Friday - Sunday

Breakfast · Lunch · Dinner · After Theater · Fine Wines · Great Spirits · Espresso

WE DELIVER!

1150 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

312.583.9940

Gelato · Espresso · Desserts · Soup · Salads · Sandwiches · Burgers · Wraps

www.artists-cafe.com
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Gianna Cumba, a junior public relations major, said she has
started regularly visiting the new
Career Center to get resume and
internship help. She said the new
location is more convenient for
her and fellow students now that
the multiple offices have merged.
“My experience with the Career
Center has been really great,”
Cumba said. “Everything they
provide is free and very crucial to
one’s success outside Columbia.”

Cumba added that she hopes
Friedman will engage with
Columbia’s students and build
relationships with them.
“I would like to see him getting
personal feedback, talking with
students [about] how they like
[the Career Center],” Cumba said.
“He just needs to get comfortable
with students where they also feel
comfortable coming to him.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Erik J. Friedman, officially appointed as the Associate Dean of Career
Development and Industry Relations for Columbia’s Career Center on Sept. 7, will
be responsible for establishing the new center’s goals for helping students.

CAMPUS

SGA seeks new students
to fill senator positions

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
The Student Government Association announced vacant senator positions at the
first meeting of the Fall 2016 Semester on Sept. 6.
» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER
COLUMBIA’S STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Association announced its need to
fill senator positions to new stu-

dents at its first senate meeting of
the Fall 2016 Semester.
The meeting, held Sept. 6 at the
Loft, located in Columbia’s 916.
S. Wabash Ave. Building, brought
together potential recruits, SGA’s

five executive board members and
Coordinator of Student Leadership
David Keys. During the meeting, the elected board members
addressed what being involved in
SGA entails.
“Being a senator means you are
passionate about your department and the collective student
body you’re representing,” said
Megan Perrero, SGA executive
vice president and a sophomore
journalism major. “[It means] you
have a drive to better the school
and everybody’s experience.”
Kaela Ritter, SGA president and
a senior business & entrepreneurship major, said senators’ main
responsibilities are reaching out
to their departments, discussing
key issues with chairs and holding
forums for department members.
Candidates choose from a list of
open positions and must acquire
50 valid student signatures to
apply, according to Ritter. After
the candidate speaks with the
entire senate about their qualifications, board members take
a vote.

According to Perrero, students
have already applied for senate
seats, but none have been filled yet.
Executive Vice President of
Communications and junior theatre major Bree Bracey said SGA
hopes to set a precedent and fill
every senator position this year.
“We’re looking for students who
are hardworking, dedicated and
are committed to not only solving
any issues they see in their department, but seeking out those issues,
communicating with other people
in their department and coming
up with ideas for how to improve
[them],” Bracey said.
Freshman cinema art + science
major Jazmin Bryant said she is
applying for the department’s
senator position. She added that
she has always been involved in
school and wants to bring a different outlook and opportunities
to the department.
“I know awesome things happen at Columbia,” Bryant said.
“[I want to] continue to push and
make sure there are events and
that students have a voice through

me and make sure everybody feels
equal and [as if] we are all one
family here on campus.”
Perrero said students should
reapply for another position if they
are not chosen for the department
they wanted.
“We want everybody who wants
to be a part of SGA to find a spot,”
Perrero said. “If [they] are already
making the effort to come here,
we’re super excited, and we want
[their] spunk, we want [their]
energy, we want [them] to be a part
of this organization.”
Elections will take place at the
Sept. 13 SGA meeting, according
to Ritter.
According to Perrero, SGA is
able to help the student body when
the college can not.
“If people are looking to get
involved and want to make a difference but don’t really know how,
SGA is the perfect way to segway
into that,” Perrero said. “We have
the resources for people to make
the change they want to [see].”
agarza@chroniclemail.com
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Campus gallery turns arcade into art

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
Columbia’s “Skillshot” exhibit allows students and artists to play pinball and display work that shows the machines’
functions and artistic value according to Mark Porter, exhibition coordinator.
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
PINBALL MACHINES ARE shown as
kinetic sculptures and installation pieces throughout Columbia’s
exhibit “Skillshot,” which will be
running Sept. 6–Nov. 5.
The exhibit, held at the Glass
Curtain Gallery in the 1104
S. Wabash Ave. Building, features media elements such as

documentary video, concept art
and fully functional, free-to-play,
pinball machines. The show was
curated by Mark Porter, exhibition
coordinator for the Exhibition &
Performance Spaces Department.
“I’m taking the pinball machine
and breaking it down into its individual elements, then showing
that each of those individual elements are artworks,” Porter said.

“It’s celebrating how those components are a craft, and they’re a
form of art on their own.”
JJ McLuckie, a junior design
major, and Eric Lundquist, a 2012
design alumnus, are working on
an ongoing project for the exhibit
called “12 for 12.” The two are in
the process of stripping an old
pinball machine in the gallery and
outfitting it with new designs.
“It’s not a nice, flat surface by

any means,” Lundquist said. “It’s
a clunky, three-dimensional object
with a bunch of stuff sticking out
of it, so it should be something to
throw us for a loop.”
Pinball illustrative professionals Doug Watson, Greg Freres and
Donny Gillies also have their work
on display.
Gillies, better known as “Dirty
Donny,” has done illustration
work on many different platforms
including pinball machines, skateboard decks and sides of vans.
“A lot of people go for comic
books and record covers, but
for me, I felt [pinball was] overlooked,” Gillies said. “It’s a comic
book, movie poster, record cover,
rock poster—it’s everything in one,
and it’s a game.”
Gillies worked closely with
heavy metal band Metallica and
Elk Grove Village-based pinball
company, Stern Pinball Inc., to
illustrate a Metallica-themed
machine being displayed in the
Columbia exhibit.
“When I got the job to do the
Metallica game, I wanted to make

it the best I could,” Gillies said.
“Hand drawn, ink on paper, old
school, and [I was trying] to steer
pinball back to the ‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s
and ‘90s when it was hand-drawn
artwork. I think a lot of pinball fans
like that, too.”
The interactive aspect of the
exhibit does not distract from the
visual influence of the machines
and surrounding pieces, freshman photography major Antonio
DeLira said.
“I’m pretty sure it was the flashing lights [that drew me to observe
the exhibit], and I heard the pinball
games. I was definitely fascinated
by the artwork on the back [of the
machines],” DeLira said.
Pinball machines are a classic
medium for illustration, one that
artists continue to reinvent today,
according to Lundquist.
“They’re truly amazing pieces of
art, from the graphics to how those
things operate,” Lundquist said.
“The artwork incorporated makes
those things pretty incredible.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

Small Drink

+

312-583-910 767 S. STATE ST. CHICAGO, IL 60605

Small Fries
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Prior to her new position, Wilson-Taylor
served as associate vice president and Dean
of Students.
According to Kim’s email, Wilson-Taylor
“has a proven track record in improving
student retention and engagement beyond
the classroom and implementing programs
that enhance and strengthen the college’s
academic goals.”
“We were very fortunate to have someone
with Sharon’s experience and knowledge
already here,” Kim said. “It’s one of those
weird situations where we were able to take
advantage of a fortunate circumstance.”
According to a July 7 email sent to faculty
and staff from Kim, the college was due to
start a national search for this position in
Fall 2016. However, Kim told The Chronicle
the search was tabled after he realized last
month that Wilson-Taylor was the right candidate for the job, emphasizing that the decision to do so was not financially motivated.
“I started the process of thinking about
a search and then I realized, ‘I don’t need to
do a search. I have the right person here,’”
Kim said.
Wilson-Taylor said she is excited about
moving forward in her “dream job” and has
plans for initiatives outside the classroom
including retaining students, helping them
transition to the professional world and
working with academic partners.
“I’m truly looking forward to working with
Dr. Kim, the staff in Student Affairs and the

students,” Wilson-Taylor said. “We are at a
really good place in the college as far as the
student experience, and I just hope to move
that forward.”
Kelly said he and Wilson-Taylor were
a great team during their time working
together. He described Wilson-Taylor as a
wise, intellectual and integral person.
“I’m thrilled to hear the news and know
she will perform at an incredible high level,”
Kelly said. “She brings the same drive, passion and intellect and she’ll do it in her way—
as she should.”
Wilson-Taylor will be responsible for
deciding whether her former position, vice
president and Dean of Students, is still necessary to the college, Kim said. If so, she will
decide how to go about finding her former’s
position replacement.
Wilson-Taylor, who worked closely with
Kelly during his 32 years at Columbia, said
she does not feel pressured to emulate him
because they are different individuals.
“Mark [Kelly] always said to me, ‘You’ll do
this job differently than I will do it,’” she said.
“‘You have to be always try to be yourself and
not try to fill other people’s shoes.’”
Kim said it is important for Wilson-Taylor
to find her own path in the college according
to her experience, voice and personality.
“Understanding where we wanted to go
and what [I] wanted for the students, [her
appointment] just seemed like a natural fit,”
Kim said.

» FILE PHOTO
Former Vice President of Student Success Mark Kelly stepped down Aug. 5 to become commissioner of
Chicago’s Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events after 32 years at Columbia.
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When choosing the top three
photos, Lehl said the main comfellow competitor Nyguen encour- ponent he looks for is originality.
aged him to apply.
“Action photography can get a
Nyguen said she was nervous little stagnant,” Lehl said. “I’m
for the competition but saw it looking for creativity and hoping
as a chance to challenge herself to see something that hasn’t been
because she does not normally done a million times.”
shoot sports photography.
Chollette said this competition
Taylor said mentoring college is an overall beneficial experience,
students by participating in the and he hopes Red Bull continues
competition is a refreshing and this event in the future.
humbling experience for him.
“The reward from this is just
“It’s always exciting to meet new, priceless,” Chollette said. “Even
young talent and get a fresh eye on if I don’t win anything, I’m excited
the industry,” Taylor said. “The to be recognized.”
younger individuals are always
hungry and pushing themselves.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

RED BULL, FROM PAGE 6

FACULTY, FROM PAGE 7

Red Bull Illume Collegiate Workshop and Competition gives winners a chance to
place photos in showcases around the world.

Wearden spoke about problems
brought up during the Aug. 19
Faculty Senate meeting.
Wearden added that one of the
first things he did as an administrator was meet with department
chairs and urging them to share
their budgets with faculty.
“I have endeavored to be as
transparent as I possibly can,”
Wearden said. “On my part, there
has been no lack of transparency.”
Wearden added that the college
will be sending an email Sept. 12
announcing new budget policies
for this year, caused by the college’s serious budget deficit. The
policy allocates funds for professional development and annual
travel expenses.
Keith Kostecka, an assistant
professor in the Science and
Mathematics Department, asked
Wearden how associate professors would obtain funds for professional development.
Wearden said they would apply
to the pool, and deans of the college,
along with a committee, would be

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Senior Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden addressed topics including lack
of communication and future enrollment decline in Sept. 9 Faculty Senate meeting.

in charge of reviewing applications.
According to Wearden, deans
are scheduled to meet with their
departments this year, and will
present their budgets. They will
include how their budgets fit into
the college’s general budget.
Michael Caplan, an associate
professor in the Cinema Art +
Science Department, said he would
like the college to talk about other
financial opportunities, specifically endowments.

“It is not easy to address that,”
Caplan said. “But at some point
it could be helpful to hear where
we stand.”
Wearden said the college hopes
to generate rapid revenue through
international students and education programs for adults.
“It’s going to take a while
to get to that healthy place
again,”Wearden said.
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com

PRESIDENT
KWANG-WU KIM
IS PLEASED TO OFFER

STUDENT OFFICE HOURS
FOR THE FALL 2016 SEMESTER
Do you have a suggestion about how to make Columbia better?
Want to share your story and experience with President Kim?
Appointments are 20 minutes and are held in President Kim’s office,
on the 5th floor of 600 South Michigan.

Please RSVP for a date

You must be available within a
10:00 a.m. − 11:40 a.m. window.

September 21
October 28
November 15
December 2
To register for a slot, please look for tweets from
@StudentLoop, @kwkimcolumbia,
or the https://www.facebook.com/CCCstudentloop
Space is limited so register today!
Limit one slot per student.
If you have any questions, please contact
officeofthepresident@colum.edu
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Cole Robertson, marketing
coordinator for the library and
representative for the 624 S.
Michigan Ave. Building, said he
is excited about meeting union
members and having face-to-face
conversations with them, something he has always enjoyed.
“We can communicate so much
better just sitting at a table and
hashing our words out than we
ever could through an endless
stream of emails or a newsletter,”
Robertson said.

Robertson said contract negoti- optimistic to finally resolve that,”
ations never came to a halt during Robertson said.
the summer, adding recently
Hoeppner added that the colappointed Associate Vice lege and US of CC will meet again

We got close on the college notifying the union when
there would be upcoming job eliminations or layoffs,”
Nick Hoeppner

President of Human Resources
Norma de Jesus went through the
contract and made last-minute
revisions, which the union is in
the process of reviewing.
“We are still negotiating
and everything is cautiously

on Sept. 15 to continue the new
contract negotiations.
“We’re cautiously optimistic
that [the negotiation] will keep
moving forward,” Hoeppner said.
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com

» FILE PHOTO
Nick Hoeppner, president of US of CC, said he is “cautiously optimistic” about the
union’s still-ongoing contract negotiations. The next bargaining meeting is Sept. 15.

On-campus
Job Fair

Earn While
You Learn
Thursday, September 15, 2016
Noon - 3 p.m.
Stage Two
618 S Michigan, Fl 2
Register at:
colum.edu/columbiaworks
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brand new
apartments
coming
summer
2017!

LoVe wHere
You LiVe.
APARTMENT AMENITIES
modern, Fully Furnished units with
Floor to ceiling windows each bedroom
Has it’s own bathroom
Luxury Finishes including Quartz
countertops & stainless steel appliances
washer & dryer in unit
Flat screen 40” HdtV with robust
cable/internet package
gear wall | walk in closets

COMMUNITY AMENITIES
club, game & media rooms
Café With Free Single-Serve Coffee Maker
tech Hub – Quickly connect online
& enjoy Free printing
Lounge areas | study Lounge | High-speed
internet & wi-Fi 24-Hour Fitness center with
cardio & weights
outdoor terraces with gas grills, Fire pit,
indoor/outdoor Fireplace & Large screen tV
sky Lounge & terrace with panoramic
Views of the chicago skyline
indoor bike storage & repair station
ground Floor retail
24-Hour emergency maintenance/ management
secure parcel delivery area at main Lobby
controlled building access

LIVE AT: 30 EAST BALBO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60605
LEASE AT: 400 SOUTH DEARBORN CHICAGO, IL 60605
331-256-5131 www.30EastApts.com

@30Eastapts
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 22 / 7:30PM / 18+

PITCH TALKS: A
SERIES FOR BASEBALL LOVERS
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 23 / 6:30PM / 18+
CRACKNATION PRESENTS

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 24 / 6:30PM / 18+

COLD WAVES V WITH
THE COCKS

<PIG> / CUBANATE / 16VOLT / DEAD WHEN I
FOUND HER / BLOODY KNIVES / KANGA

COLD WAVES V WITH
MEAT BEAT
THE
TEMPER TRAP
COAST MODERN
MANIFESTO
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 30 / 9PM / 18+
CLOCK DVA / THE BLACK QUEEN /
VAMPYRE ANVIL / CHANT /
THE
FAINT
POLYFUSE / HIDE
GANG OF FOUR

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 28 / 7:30PM / AA
93XRT WELCOMES
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SATURDAY OCTOBER 1 / 9PM / 18+

CRYSTAL CASTLES
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7 / 8PM / 18+

DJ SHADOW
NOER THE BOY

SATURDAY OCTOBER 8 / 9PM / 18+
93XRT WELCOMES

DINOSAUR JR.
STEVE GUNN
THALIA ZEDEK BAND

ARTS & CULTURE

Rootwork gallery in Pilsen opens first exhibit » ColumbiaChronicle.com/multimedia

Edgewater punches back
with ‘Brianna and Jaelin
Walking Tour’

Madison Jackson and Lauren Wood
(pictured), two of several guides, led
their group around Edgewater locations
mentioned in YouTube stars Brianna and
Jaelin White’s now-infamous Aug. 2 video.

» PHOTOS ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

people marched in Edgewater Sept. 6 to mock famous YouTube
couple Brianna and Jaelin White’s daylong residency there in late July.
The 18- and 19-year-old husband-andwife duo posted a 16-minute vlog Aug. 2
detailing their experience in the lakefront
community meant to be their temporary
home before moving to the Loop. The couple
ended their stay in the neighborhood after a
few hours when a man who had been following them allegedly punched Jaelin White
in the face outside of a Subway restaurant
at 1139 W. Granville Ave.
After he was assaulted, the Whites broke
the lease on both of the apartments they
were renting in Chicago and moved back
to Arizona before making the vlog “THE
REASON WE’RE HOMELESS RIGHT
NOW...(no clickbait) STORYTIME,” which
was later renamed to “Our Chicago Story.”
Tour organizer Kevin Fergus, who created the satirical tour-turned-charity
event for Care for Real, an Edgewater
food pantry, was one of many who saw the
MORE THAN 100

video and took to social media to express
frustration with the Whites’ story.
“The Brianna and Jaelin Walking Tour”
covered a two-block area in Edgewater and
stopped at locations the couple mentioned
in their video, including the Subway and a
nearby CVS Pharmacy.
While there were more than 3,500
RSVPs on the event’s official Facebook
page, only a fraction of the scheduled participants attended. However, the turnout
was still more than Fergus said he originally expected, prompting him to seek
out volunteer tour guides to help handle
the crowds.

Fergus said he only expected a few
friends to attend and did not intend for
the tour have the virality it generated.
“It’s been pretty surreal,” Fergus said.
“It’s kind of crazy how big it’s gotten.”
At first, a few commenters on the
walking tour’s Facebook page harassed
the W hites, prompting the site to
temporarily remove the page. Jaelin
White also published a since-deleted
Instagram post asking for his fans to
report the page for harassment. The
Whites also posted an additional video
Aug. 30 discouraging people from
attending the walking tour.

Attendees pretended to be afraid at the Granville Red Line stop during the Sept. 6 walking tour.

Fergus said he is doing his best keep
everything good-natured and said he only
needed to remove a few comments.
Jaelin and Brianna White declined to
comment after repeated requests from The
Chronicle. Fergus said the couple has not
made any attempt to reach him.
Walking tour attendee Michael Collett
said he thought the couple’s Aug. 2 video
was “ludicrous.”
“I’ve lived here for 30 years,” Collett said.
“The incidents that I’ve had [were not] that
serious. Life goes on. [This happens] in
every city in the country.”
Michael Ro, Chicago resident of nine
years, said he wishes the couple would
consider returning to the city.
“It’s hard for me to fathom that much
anger and bitterness in a person would
actually just make them leave all this,” he
said as he indicated the surroundings on
Granville Avenue. “Life is short, things
happen. It affects you, and that’s okay, but
what’s not okay is to harbor [those feelings]
to the point where it makes you react in an
irrational way. ”
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com
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Thursday, Sept. 15
CHROME SPARKS
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

'American Horror Story':
The Mystery

F

rom a haunted house to an
asylum, freak show or a haunted hotel, "American Horror
Story" has covered almost every horror
movie trope in the past five seasons.
Season six premieres Sept. 14, but the
overarching theme for this year has yet
to be revealed. Creator Ryan Murphy
decided to keep the plot under wraps until
the show airs. Adding to the mystery, multiple teaser trailers have been revealed—
more than for any other season—that
show fans the various directions in which
the new season could go. FX President
John Landgraf admitted Aug. 3 only one
of the trailers depicts the actual theme.
The trailers range from a creature-ofthe-black-lagoon-esque, B-horror flick
clip, to a cabin in a field with sounds
of a chainsaw in the background, to a
fatal alien abduction. More than a few
possibilities seem unlike anything
Murphy would actually create.
Murphy and Landgraf have done a
great job keeping the theme a secret by
revealing only slight details, such as
telling fans the season will include "elements of children." The show's actors
were even restricted from talking about
their characters with the press. But, an
Aug. 30 slip by Rotten Tomatoes and
TV Guide may have revealed at least
what the season's title will be, with both
outlets prematurely listing the show
as "American Horror Story: The Mist."
Because the leak was printed
in the paper edition of TV Guide,
the company could not take it
back, but Rotten Tomatoes took
it down hours after posting.
"The Mist" may be an adaptation
of Stephen King's novel of the same
name, and one of the teasers also
carried the name. In the 15-second
video, a four-legged human-demon
hybrid is seen crawling quickly
toward the camera on a set of train
tracks through a sepia-toned mist.
"The Mist" could be an interesting season with some terrifying

Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
9 p.m.
$15, 21+

Tuesday, Sept. 13
ISHDARR

FREEKBASS

Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$12 advance, $15 door, 18+

House of Blues
329 N. Dearborn St.
10 p.m.
$10

Wednesday, Sept. 14

monsters and themes, but it seems
an odd choice to copy a King novel
when there has yet to be a season
focused on such horror movie staples as a summer camp, a school
or zombies. Murphy is missing a
great opportunity to embrace and
cash in on these settings, as other
filmmakers before him have done
with "Friday the 13th," "Carrie"
and "Night of the Living Dead."
The list of confirmed cast
members suggests that a theme
like "American Horror Story:
Summer Camp" would definitely
be possible and very interesting.
AHS original cast members Evan
Peters, Denis O'Hare and Sarah
Paulson have proved in every season
they can play any character thrown
at them, and newer actors such as
Matt Bomer, Lady Gaga and Angela
Bassett stole the spotlight in their
respective seasons. Paulson, Gaga and
Bassett playing camp directors, and
Peters and Bomer as counselors to a
bunch of creepy children would make
this season a winner in my book.
We may be out of luck with "Summer
Camp," "High School" or "Undead" this
season, but Murphy has said he wants
AHS to run for at least eight seasons.
Here's to hoping season seven or eight
will adapt one of those horror classics.
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Thursday, Sept. 15

Saturday, Sept. 17
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Double Door
1551 N. Damen Ave.
9 p.m.
Free, 21+

The Vic
3145 N. Sheffield Ave.
8 p.m.
$30, 18+

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Chicago native Andrew Bird performed at the Jay Pritzker Pavilion
in Millennium Park Sept. 7. Bird
performed his new album Are You
Serious and his most popular song
"Pulaski at Night."

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

Tom May, singer and
guitarist of The Menzingers, performed during the
band's show at The Metro
on Nov. 20.

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

Area booksellers oppose
new Amazon location
Hollenbeck said. “A lot of our customers have come forward and
pledged to only shop at indepenLOCAL INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORES
dent bookstores and never step
are expressing frustration with foot in Amazon books. That’s been
online shipping giant Amazon’s really uplifting and inspiring.”
plans for a brick-and-mortar
Nationally, booksellers have
bookstore set to open in Chicago’s protested Amazon’s effect on
Lakeview neighborhood in 2017.
small, independent booksellThe owners of Andersonville’s ers. The American Booksellers
Women and Children First book- Association, in collaboration with
store, 5233 N. Clark St., showed Civic Economics, an economic
their discontent Sept. 1 with analysis firm, analyzed Amazon’s
a cardboard sign in the shop’s impact in a January 2016 study
storefront window, displaying a titled “Amazon and Empty
chart outlining Amazon’s effects Storefronts.”The study found
on small businesses.
nearly 8,000 jobs were displaced
Sarah Hollenbeck, co-owner of in Illinois after Amazon sales
Women and Children First—one wrested away market share
of the last independent feminist from storefront bookstores.
bookstores in the country—noticed
According to John Boatright,
she and her co-workers were not a business ethics professor at
the only concerned retailers.
Loyola University Chicago,
“The support from the commu- Amazon may be economically,
nity has been really overwhelming,” but not ethically, responsible
SEE AMAZON, PAGE 32

» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
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audiofile Riot Fest’s Hard Girls release new song, talk moshpits

Who else at Riot Fest are you excited
to see?
I know The Julie Ruin and Sleater-Kinney
ndie-punk band Hard Girls released are playing on Sunday, and I would defitheir single “Guadalupe on the Banks nitely like to see both of them. I think All
of the Styx” on The A.V. Club’s website Dogs is playing, too, and I actually have
Aug. 30. Originally from San Jose, Califor- not heard them yet, but I have heard a lot of
nia, the band has toured with household good things. And getting a chance to see the
emo, pop punk and indie-punk names original Misfits is a pretty unique thing, for
such as Modern Baseball, Say Anything, sure. Death Grips is playing on Sunday, and
and Cymbals Eat Guitars. Now, the trio is that is another group I’ve never seen, and
making its Riot Fest debut in Douglas Park it would be really exciting to see them live.
Sept. 18.
The Chronicle spoke with Mike Huguenor, How did you prepare to tour with
the band’s guitarist-vocalist, about its first Modern Baseball and Say Anything?
Riot Fest performance, a follow-up to the When it comes to current bands, I prefer to
band’s 2014 Hard and moshing etiquette see them live first because I think it gives a
for indie-punkers.
more honest picture of the band. You really
know more about who they are and what they
THE CHRONICLE: What are your do, as opposed to what a producer thought
expectations for your first perfor- they should sound like, or how they were
mance at Riot Fest?
marketed. There are all these things that
MIKE HUGUENOR: We played Chicago don’t have anything to do with the music. It
a bunch—I actually lived in Chicago for a is better to go in as people who are doing the
bit at one point. Every time we have played same thing, hopefully for similar reasons,
[there], it has been a great time. It’s one of and finding kinship in that.
my favorite cities to play whenever we are
on a tour. We have never played Riot Fest Does Hard Girls plan on releasing a
before, and it really is an honor to be asked to new album soon?
play at the fest. I don’t know what to expect The album has already been recorded, and
from Riot Fest, but I think it will be great.
we are just figuring out exactly what we are
» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

I

going to do with it. We do not totally know reasons. What are your thoughts on
yet. We are in the process of having it mixed this issue?
right now, and that song was mixed as a I haven’t really decided what I think about it
[demonstration for the studio] of what the yet. I can definitely see the value of having
album would sound like. We’re basically a place where it is okay to unleash—to have
finishing everything up with it, and then, an outlet—but not everyone who goes to
hopefully, in the next couple of months, the a show wants to be in that environment.
album will be out.
There needs to be more of an agreement. I
just want everyone to feel comfortable and
Some venues and other bands are pro- have a good time.
hibiting crowd-surfing and moshing
during bands’ sets because of safety
tbosnic@chroniclemail.com
Hard Girls will perform at Riot Fest’s Rebel
Stage on Sept. 18.

» Courtesy MIKE HUGUENOR

My teen drama soundtrack... Staff
» COURTNEY WOLFE

“Absolutely (Story of a Girl)”

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Nine Days

“Loser”

Beck

“Creep”

Radiohead

“Low”
“I’m Just a Kid”

Cracker
Simple Plan

“Lonely Boy”
“Almost”
“Jesus of Suburbia”

» SELENA COTTE

» G-JUN YAM

» JONATHON SADOWSKI

METRO REPORTER

Black Keys
Bowling for Soup
Green Day

OPINIONS EDITOR

SENIOR PHOTO EDITOR

“Complicated”

Avril Lavigne

“Always Know Where You Are”
“Concerning Hobbits”

BBMak

Howard Shore

“Bad Reputation”
“Accidentally in Love”
“I Need Some Sleep”

“The Times They Are a-Changin’” Bob Dylan

“I’m Still Here (Jim’s Theme)” John Rzeznik

“All Star”

“Don’t You (Forget About Me)” Simple Minds

“I Fought the Law”

“People Ain’t No Good”
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Playlist

The Clash

Joan Jett
Counting Crows
Eels
Smash Mouth
Nick Cave
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Now Leasing For
2016-2017!
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It’s a bird, it’s a plane,
it’s ingrained gender roles
Story by Zoë Eitel
Design by Zoë Haworth

S

» Courtesy WARNER BROTHERS

» Courtesy EKP.TV

he is an Amazonian demigoddess with abilities to rival Superman’s, but Wonder Woman has always been a second-class citizen in the superhero world. Even when she
made her comic book debut in the 1940s, she
was only a secretary for the Justice Society
of America.
While male DC Comics heroes received feature films over the years, Wonder Woman has
been continually ignored to the dismay of female superhero fans—an audience that continues
to grow.
“I’ve been waiting for Wonder Woman to get
a movie since I was in high school, and that
was almost 20 years ago,” said Regine Sawyer,
founder and coordinator of Women in Comics
Collective, a group of women who work in various parts of the comics industry.
To the delight of many DC superhero fans like
Sawyer, “Wonder Woman”—starring Gal Gadot and
directed by Patty Jenkins—is scheduled to open
in theaters June 2017, 76 years after her comic
book debut. With an action-packed trailer unveiled at the 2016 San Diego Comic-Con, “Wonder
Woman” already sets itself apart from previous
superhero movies: It stars a woman.
The movie’s budget of $150 million is about
$100 million less than the “Batman vs. Superman: Dawn of Justice” budget and $75 million
less than “Man of Steel.” Still, it is better
funded than most films featuring female superheroes, indicating Hollywood is making room
for super ladies but very slowly. Nearly a year
before it opens, the movie is already facing
criticism. Jenkins took to Twitter to defend
“Wonder Woman” from rumors started by someone
claiming to be from Warner Bros who called the
film “a mess.”
“Zero about the movie we are making has been
called a mess by anyone in the know. Fact,”
Jenkins said in one of her Aug. 12 tweets refuting the rumors.
Though Jenkins said the rumors were unfounded, if the highly anticipated and
well-funded film ends up being a box-office
flop, female superheroes may be kicked
back to where they started: fighting even
for small spots on Marvel and DC slates.
According to a study published in February by the Institute for Diversity and
Empowerment at Annenberg titled “INCLUSION
or INVISIBILITY? Comprehensive Annenberg Report on Diversity in Entertainment,” female
characters make up only 26.5 percent of leading
characters in TV and film. The superhero and
action film industry falls far behind this, as
the combined five previous and upcoming female-led titles make up only a small fraction
of all superhero movies.
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“The producers and studio heads—many of them
are men, and they operate from fear, because as
soon as you have a bomb that comes out, everyone’s worried for their lives,” said Seth Soulstein, a Cornell University instructor who has
taught courses on superhero films.
Out of a combined 25 confirmed
upcoming movie projects from Marvel and DC Comics, the only females represented in titular
roles are Wonder Woman and Captain Marvel, whose movie has already been pushed from a summer 2018
release to spring 2019. Marvel’s 2018 movie
“Ant-Man and The Wasp” will star a male-andfemale duo.
The lack of female heroes is a striking part
of film history. Between 1984 and present day,
only three films featured a female lead superhero—“Supergirl,” “Catwoman” and “Elektra”—and
all of them were underbudgeted, underdeveloped
and seen as box-office failures.
The financial failure of these films has been
used to excuse the lack of female-led superhero
movies since then.
“[Studios] are hesitant because they don’t understand what it means for a girl to be sitting in a theater or sitting at home and to see
herself represented as the hero of the film,”
Soulstein said.
The Wikileaks Sony Pictures Hack in November
2014 indicated some studio heads do not think
female heroes can draw audiences and make money.
An email from Aug. 7, 2014, revealed that Marvel Entertainment CEO Ike Perlmutter spoke with
Sony CEO Michael Lynton about those movies, citing them as reasons for not making more.
To get more movies with female leads, filmmakers have to be able to point to similar movies that have been successful and made money
in the past, said Leslie Combemale, who created
and moderated the panel “Women Rocking Hollywood” for 2016’s San Diego Comic-Con. The panel
included official Marvel and DC representatives
Victoria Alonso and Deborah Snyder.
However, if no one puts faith in a woman’s
ability to star in an action movie, there will
never be successful examples to imitate.
“We [have to] start making conscious decisions to include women,” said Snyder, a producer for “Wonder Woman,” during the July 23 panel.
According to the Motion Picture Association
of America’s Theatrical Market Statistics from
2015, 51 percent of moviegoers are female. Despite these demographics, studios and filmmakers continue to ignore what women want, according to Sawyer.
Lexi Chayer, a junior fashion studies major,
said she loves superhero and action movies, but
she does not want to spend money to see them
if they lack
proper female representation in which the characters aren’t overly sexualized.
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and black culture through history
are a main theme of the show,
along with the role of black men
in society.
le. Givens, a 2017 MFA candidate in the Interdisciplinary Arts
Department at Columbia, said he
wants people to feel connected to
his work through its artifacts. He
has collected materials—including old clothing, decayed furniture
and personal portraits—over the
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
years from friends and inspiring
elders he met, some of whom have
since died.
“I have always been interested in
artifacts and objects that people
have kept, and the energy that lives
in the object after they keep them,”
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
Space: Black Magic. Black Man- he said.
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
hood. Black Matter.”
Influenced by family ties to the
The exhibit of work by artist South and traveling experiences,
AT THE CORNER of a busy intersec- Viktor le. Givens features a series
le. Givens said he aims to grab the
tion in Chicago’s Pilsen neighbor- of artifact-based installations viewer through his work and evoke
hood, Rootwork Gallery, at 645 W. exploring different human cul- memories about culture. He said
18th St., opened its first exhibition tures. His reflections on physical his work shows African-American
Sept. 9 titled “The In Between objects and their effect on space spiritual practices that have been

Black culture, spirituality
subject of new art show
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lost through culture and generations of families.
Rootwork Gallery founder
Tracie D. Hall said le. Givens’
artistic process represented the
gallery’s aesthetic and what she
wanted to showcase for the debut
show. She said the gallery focuses
on art that expresses healing, reconciliation and reflections on culture from past to present.
The artist’s collections of historical artifacts raise important
questions about race, sexuality
and spirituality, Hall said.
“He isn’t intimidated by asking really important and often
intimidating questions,” Hall said.
“When I see him working, it is as if
I am looking into a future.”
The self-described creative
thinker said he wants to create a
space where black men embrace
their culture, feel comfortable and
think about what it means to be
black today.
“It is very important that we
cherish and acknowledge the
energy within the black male body
and create a space for him to be

safe to think, ponder and affect
change,” le. Givens said.
Christopher Manning, an associate professor of history at Loyola
University who teaches African
American History, said black masculinity is an issue people have
struggled to accept from slavery
to the present.
le. Givens wants to challenge
the stereotypical image of black
masculinity regarding sexuality
and gender, something Manning
agrees needs to be addressed.
“African-American culture has
a very deep problem with homosexuality and gender,” Manning
said. “ [Black] masculinity is very
cis-[gender, and] trying to figure
out where [gender nonconforming]
males fit into that has [caused] a
lot of trouble.”
A component of the exhibit
is the “in between” theme in le.
Givens’ work, which highlights
physical or emotional phases
that people and objects, like the
exhibited antiques, go through.
He said everyone can relate to
feeling in between stages of life.
SEE GALLERY, PAGE 32

Viktor le. Givens explores spirituality in
cultural artifacts for his first solo show
in Chicago at Pilsen’s Rootwork Gallery.
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To ‘Brady’ or not to ‘Brady?’
Show crossing Shakespeare themes, ‘70s TV to make Chicago debut

follows the rules of Shakespearian
tragedy. People are going to be
shocked how that plays out.”
CHICAGO WILL SOON be the only
Because “The Bardy Bunch” has
place where two beloved families retained its writer-director duo
brutally murder each other in of Stephen Garvey and Jay Stern
hilarious fashion, all while sing- throughout its five-year exising sappy love songs.
tence, the show has evolved based
“The Bardy Bunch: The War on audience and crew feedback,
of the Families Partridge and Garvey said. The show was even
Brady” is set to run at the Mercury adapted to a cabaret for a special
Theater, 3745 N. Southport Ave., run in New York City and will conSept. 15 through Nov. 20.
tain two new songs for Chicago’s
The off-Broadway parody run, according to Garvey.
and mash-up musical pits the
“We’re always looking at the show
Partridge and Brady families of and what we could do to improve it,”
‘70s sitcom fame against each Garvey said. “Audience response is
other in a deadly feud directly always a big indicator of changes
inspired by 12 Shakespearian that need to be made.”
plotlines. It premiered to critical
Stern said moving the show to
acclaim at the 2011 New York Chicago is a chance to start fresh.
International Fringe Festival.
“Chicago talent is great,” Stern
“[‘The Bardy Bunch’] is a tragedy,” said. “The acting quality here
director Jay Stern said. “There’s alone is enough to warrant [using
a lot of violence and murder. It local actors].”
» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Joe Janes, an adjunct professor
in the Theatre Department and
Comedy Writing professor at The
Second City Training Center, has
yet to see the show but said he is
skeptical because parodies can
rely too much on their premises.
Stern and Garvey admitted the
show could sound more like a short
comedy sketch than great theater
but said they have done their best
to make the show transcend parody mash-up stereotypes.
“Getting the tone right is very
tricky,” Stern said. “[My approach]
is to treat it as seriously and as real
as possible.”
Stern said while the characters
of “The Brady Bunch” and “The
Partridge Family” are one-dimensional due to the sitcom format,
there is an underlying passion and
emotion to them.
Chicago-based actress Tina
Gluschenko, recently cast as Brady

housekeeper, Alice Nelson, said
the show is more character-driven
than most parodies.
“[Stern] was specific in saying
he doesn’t want impersonations of
the characters,” Gluschenko said.
“He wants us to find things to bring
them to life, like their speech patterns or the way they move.”
“The Bardy Bunch” features
several songs from its source
material, most notably including “I Think I Love You” and
“It’s a Sunshine Day” from “The

Partridge Family” and “The
Brady Bunch,” respectively.
Garvey said he is optimistic the
musical’s Chicago run will prove
to be successful.
“The dance numbers are extraordinary,” Garvey said. “People are
going to hear ‘Partridge’ and
‘Brady’ songs they know and love,
but they’ve never heard them the
way they’ve been arranged and
presented here.”
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com

»G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Olivia Renteria, center, and Erin McGrath, right, star as Marcia Brady and Laurie
Partridge in “The Bardy Bunch,” which will open in Chicago on Sept. 15.

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580
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EXPO CHICAGO premiered OVERRIDE
on Aug. 29. The project showcases
contemporary artwork on 28 digital
billboards across the city.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

EXPO billboard project merges onto highways
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
FOR CHICAGO NATIVES, advertisements on digital billboards
are no surprise, but a new billboard project allows drivers a

new way to view contemporary
art. OVERRIDE, unveiled Aug.
29, was created as a teaser for the
fifth annual EXPO CHICAGO—a
contemporary art exhibition
starting Sept. 22 at 600 E. Grand
Ave. OVERRIDE was produced

in conjunction with the City of
Chicago’s Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events and
will run until Sept. 29.
OVERRIDE features 15 national
and international artists, including seven Chicago-based artists.

INVITE YOU
TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE
SCREENING
Stop by the offices
of the Columbia Chronicle
located at
33 East Congress, Suite 224
Chicago
for your chance to win a
pass for two to the special
advance screening on
Thursday, September 15.
No purchase necessary. One pass per person.
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia
College Chicago students, staff, and faculty
only and are distributed at the discretion of the
promotional partner. Those that have received a
screening pass or promotional prize within the
last 90 days are not eligible.
AUTHOR: THE JT LEORY STORY has been rated R
for language throughout, sexual content, some
drug material and violent images.

OPENING AT LANDMARK CENTURY CENTRE ON SEPTEMBER 16
28 THE CHRONICLE SEPTEMBER 12, 2016
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

According to an Aug. 18 press
release from EXPO CHICAGO, the
project includes new art created
exclusively for the billboards as
well as existing pieces from international and national galleries.
“It’s that magic that happens when
[people] see a piece of artwork in a
place that clearly is not advertising,” said Tony Karman, president
of EXPO CHICAGO.
Stephanie Brooks, a Chicagobased artist and OVERRIDE contributor, said the most interesting
aspect of the project is the art’s
relationship to advertisements
and culture.
Brooks’ contributions, entitled
“meaningful glance” and “deep
breath,” feature text on an otherwise blank space.
“Untitled #3” by Tammy Rae
Carland, a part of an exhibit developed in 2002, is also featured in
the project. Carland said the work
selected for the project allows

audiences to project themselves
onto the images of an empty bed
and stage.
She added that the project is a
platform for social commentary
as well as artistic expression.
Representatives from DCASE
were not available for comment
as of press time.
Duncan MacKenzie, a professor in the Art & Art History
Department, said Chicago has
always strongly supported contemporary public art, pointing
to Anish Kapoor’s “Cloud Gate”—
commonly known as “The Bean” in
Millennium Park—which attracts
millions of visitors a year, as well
as Pablo Picasso’s untitled work
in the Daley Center.
“There is something super neat
that can happen on an individual
level in that [public] space where
you happen upon something unexpected,” MacKenzie said. “[Public
art is] there to force you to have a
moment of ‘Why is it there and why
is it happening to me?’”
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

$1 American Beer

$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!

9/12 - Skate Punk DJ Wildcard

9/13 - Twist & Shout DJ Bailey Dee
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» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

G

“

rowing up” in a family of six kids with an
absentee mother and
an alcoholic father in
Chicago’s South Side is not easy,
but for Emma Kenney, who plays
Debbie Gallagher on Showtime’s
“Shameless,” this role has been a
learning experience.
Kenney started on the show as
middle-child Debbie when she
was just 10 years old. Now, at 16,
she is shooting the show’s seventh
season premiering Oct. 2 in which
her character adjusts into her new
role as a young mom. The dramedy,
adapted from a British show of the
same name, also stars William H.
Macy as patriarch of the Gallagher
family and Emmy Rossum as the
eldest sister and de facto mother
of Debbie and her siblings.
The Chronicle spoke with
Kenney about playing a teenage
mother, her character’s family
dynamics and filming in Chicago.
THE CHRONICLE: What can
you say about the upcoming
season of “Shameless”?
EMMA KENNEY: I find season seven to be a very funny,
comedic season. My character,
Debbie, is going to be navigating
motherhood [and] trying to figure
out how to parent her daughter,
Franny, the best way she possibly can, doing it as a single teenage mother on the South Side of
Chicago with no support.
How would you describe how
Debbie is handling her transition into motherhood?
“Overwhelmed” is a good way to
describe Debbie this season. She
is a little desperate and unconfident in the sense that she does
not know if she is doing the right
thing. She is a bit regretful, but
I don’t think she would ever not
want to have Franny. Debbie is
feeling almost guilt-ridden this
season. She does not want to end
up like [her mother] Monica—leaving and abandoning her child like
Monica and [her father] Frank did
to Debbie and the Gallaghers.

featured artist

shopping. I always get deep dish
pizza with Shanola [Hampton,
who plays Veronica Fisher]. It’s
a tradition.

		 ‘Shameless’ star talks
growing up ‘Gallagher’

» Courtesy SHOWTIME
‘Shameless,’ starring Emma Kenney as one of the six Gallagher children and William H. Macy as father Frank Gallagher (pictured above), premieres its seventh season on Showtime Oct. 2.

I definitely think Debbie has given
up hope Frank is going to come
around, sober up and start being
the father he should be. I do not
think she will ever really lose hope
[entirely]. She just expects the
worst but is hoping for the best with
her relationship with Frank and
that everything will sort itself out.

Your character and the
other Gallaghers have gone
through many changes since
the first season. What about
those changes have you
enjoyed playing?
I have totally enjoyed the changes.
When you are on a TV show for such
a long time, especially at the age
that I am at now, I have been growing up on the show as well as Debbie
and all the characters. I think it is
interesting to be incorporating
my personal growth and change
as a human being with Debbie’s
personal change. It is interesting
how art imitates life, and life is art,
Is Debbie going to start see- and how the writers’ observations
ing through Frank’s façade as on our lives come through the charmuch as her siblings do?
acters in the scripts.

What have you learned from
playing Debbie?
Debbie is extremely loyal, and she
has been disappointed countless
times in her life and let down. I
think I have been a very loyal
person, and I personally struggle
with commitment, so it is interesting and inspiring to see Debbie
so committed to everything she
goes through.

Debbie’s relationship with Fiona
is the most complex. Debbie is
kind of going down the same
path as Fiona, which is not a bad
thing necessarily. I think they
are very similar characters, and
because they are so similar, they
are butting heads right now. It is
a very maternal relationship, [as
if] Fiona is her mother, which she
definitely is.

What are the dynamics like
among the Gallagher siblings?
Debbie and [eldest brother] Lip
have always had a really close
relationship because they are
both scholarly in a way. I would say
they are the smartest Gallaghers
academically. With Ian, Debbie
respects Ian and wants the best
for him. She obviously loves him
and is close to him. Debbie relates
to Ian [feeling] different because
she feels different too. For Carl,
Debbie just sees Carl as her stupid
little brother, but they will always
have each other’s backs. Liam is a
little baby, and Debbie has always
looked out for him.

What are some of the differences between filming in
Chicago and in California?
Chicago is my favorite city in the
world. I love filming in Chicago.
It brings me so much joy. You feel
so much more connected to the
characters, truly, to the show and
the storyline when you are actually there in the environment. We
normally shoot at Warner Bros.
in [Pasadena, California]—so it
does not really feel “Gallagherized.” It is easier to connect to the
character [in Chicago]. We go as a
cast, and it’s just like a big family.
We always have such a great time
and go to cool restaurants and go

What are the relationships
like among the actors?
We are all super close. We have all
literally grown up together. This
is season seven—I have known
these people for almost a decade
at this point. I started when I was
10 years old—Ethan [Cutkosky,
who plays Carl] was 10 years old
I am about to be 17, and Ethan
just turned 17. Cam [Monaghan,
who plays Ian,] was 16 and now
he’s 23. This was a lot of our first
big projects, so we have all gone
through this experience in unison
and understand how we [each] feel
about everything.
What is it about ‘Shameless’
that keeps people coming back
every season?
I think it is just kind of the excitement and hype about it. The
Gallaghers always have something going on. There is always
some kind of plot twist. I think it
is interesting and just relatable.
Maybe [life] is not as much of a dramatic extreme as the Gallaghers’
lives have to be, but life is not
constantly rainbows and daisies.
It is not a typical kind of sitcom
you see on TV where everything
is glorified and romanticized. It is
relatable, and it makes people feel
better about themselves without
making a mockery of people who
actually have similar lifestyles to
the Gallaghers because we never
try to make fun of the lifestyle—we
just try to realize it.
As someone who plays a teenage mother, what would you
say to fans of the show who
are teen moms?
Just to keep on doing what you are
doing, keep supporting your child
and believing things are going to
get better. Find support in ways
you can. Not everybody is going
to be supportive, but that is just
closed-minded[ness]. It is as simple as that. Do what you have to do
to take care of your child. You are
not going to regret it 10 years from
now when your baby is beautiful
and healthy.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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RECIPE

AREPAS VENEZOLANAS
» MARIA CARDONA
PHOTO EDITOR
BURRITOS, TACOS, NACHOS and the
occasional rice and beans are a
Mexican tradition, and what
most Americans think of as Hispanic food. In South America,
though, corn flour is a favorite.
It’s used to make arepas, a breadbased dish that can be eaten
for breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Because arepas Venezolanas are
made with corn flour, they are
also gluten-free. Arepas come
in all shapes and sizes
and can be filled

with protein, cheese, eggs, or
any other favorite filling. The
dish can also be used as bread
for your sandwiches and burgers! Add salt to taste and roll the
dough into balls before cooking.
There are also appliances to
make arepas that are similar to
waffle makers. These can reduce
the cooking time

and range in price, starting at
approximately $40. Arepas are
a delicious ethnic food that will
make breakfast and dinner a joyful time for your taste buds and
it is a common dish that can be
found in Venezuelan restuarants
in Chicago.
mcardona@chroniclemail.com

INGREDIENTS:

2 cups Goya pre-cooked Corn
Meal, White
1–2 tablespoons salt
2–3 cups of water
1 tablespoon of sugar (optional)

FILLING (can be replaced based on
preference):

2 sweet plantains
100 grams shredded beef
Avocado mayo to taste
1 sprinkle of cheese
1 sliced tomato

DIRECTIONS:

1. Place corn flour and salt into a
large mixing bowl and gradually
add water using your hands to
mix ingredients.
2. Shape golf ball-size pieces of
corn dough into your hand.
3. Flatten the balls to a thickness
of about 1/2 inch.
4. Heat oil in a large frying pan.
5. Add the arepas and cook until
edges are golden; turn 3–5 times.
6. (Optional) For a crispier touch,
put arepas in the oven for about
4–7 minutes.
7. To serve, split arepas in half
and fill as you desire.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students

SURROUND YOURSELF
with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767

chicagoinfinite.com
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Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.

CHECK

me

» PHOTOS ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
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OUT

WHO IS YOUR STYLE ICON?

Tiffany Rose Tuttle

senior business & entrepreneurship major

Devon King

“1990s Winona
Ryder.”

junior fashion studies major

“Tiffany Rose is always
wonderfully coordinated,
and I aspire to be that coordinated every day of my life.”

Dimarre Wilson

junior theatre major

“Kanye West. I like his swag.”

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON

clubhousestudios@comcast.net

MICHIGAN

WABASH

STATE
BALBO

chicagoclubhousestudios.com
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AMAZON, FROM PAGE 21

for the demise of bookstores.
“Essentially, [Amazon is] following how capitalism develops,”
Boatright explained. “A company’s entry that drives out business
[isn’t] necessarily a violation.”
Mark Thomas, former owner
of novelty store The Alley, understands the struggles of being a
small business owner. The Alley,
which served punks, goths and

rockers for more than 30 years
in Lakeview, closed its doors in
January after nearby construction
and internet shopping wreaked
havoc on the business.
“There is no question that
Amazon is a disrupter and is
destroying small businesses,”
Thomas said. “There is no law that
can stop it. Every bookstore in the
city can unite, and everybody can
protest against it, but there’s no
effective means to stop them.”

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Women and Children First, 5233 N. Clark St. in Andersonville, is one of the last
independent feminist bookstores in the country and has spoken out against the
upcoming Amazing bookstore one of the last independent feminist books.
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Bob Roschke, owner of GALLERY, FROM PAGE 26
Bookworks, 3444 N. Clark St., said
his store is closing in mid-October
after a high rent increase. Roschke
said he favors tax breaks to ease
the struggles of small, independent bookstore owners.
“The only way small businesses
can survive is going to be through
some tax-subsidy for the business
owner to keep them there or some
sort of recognition by the city,”
Roschke said. “That’s a pipe dream
I can’t imagine happening.”
Despite the fear surrounding
the news of the future Amazon
bookstore, Hollenbeck is confident
Women and Children First will
continue to thrive.
“We’re one of the last feminist
bookstores in the country, and
this niche really has been an
asset to why we’re doing so well,”
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Hollenbeck said. “[Our customers]
Artist
Victor
le.
Givens
said
the
art
space
will
be
used
further collaboration
feel they are putting money into between artists and will show mixed media films, poetryfor
and music shows.
a great cause, and no one can say
that when they shop at Amazon.” He said he hopes people see the
“I want the audience to walk
Amazon could not be reached for exhibition as an opportunity for away with questions about themcomment as of press time.
fruitful thought and personal selves, identity,” he said.
change that spark new ideas and
tbosnic@chroniclemail.com
manipulates old ones.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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IT’S ABOUT MORE...
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Columbia Approved Private Bed & Bath, Direct Access to the Blue Line, Free Food Weekly,
Amenities: Individual 12 Month Leases, Fully Furnished, Inclusive Rates with Electricity Credits

bring this ad in for waived fees!*
315 S. Peoria | Chicago, IL 60607 | 855.570.7629 | TailorLofts.info
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top
our staff’s
top 5 picks:

video & blog
reviews

Video: “The New

iPhone is Just Worse”
A video posted to YouTube Sept.
8 by College Humor lampoons the
new iPhone 7, namely its lack of
a headphone jack. Dubbing the
update a “downdate,” a fake CEO
explains the missing headphone
jack is the only new feature. “That’s
the newness—it’s just the lack of
a thing that was there,” he says
shamefully. The clip also introduces new fake products based on the
concept of worseness.

Blog: PopJustice
With Lady Gaga’s sparkly comeback single “Perfect Illusion”
hitting the airwaves Sept. 9, pop
music fans have already got their
headphones tightly fastened to
their ears. But with so many new
releases, how will listeners know
where to go first? Fear not, PopJustice.com has got the scoop for
your autumn jams. This week, the
blog covers releases from Tove Lo,
Dagny, and Sylvan Esso.

ARTS & CULTURE

PLACES TO RUN
AROUND THE CITY

FICTIONAL
CHARACTERS

GREASY
DINERS

» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR

» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER

» CONNOR CARNYSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

Lincoln Park:

Harry Potter, “Harry Potter” series

Bridgeport Restaurant:

This is my go-to running place whenever I want the best of both worlds—
nature and city views. I’ll usually start
by the park’s south end, which eventually leads to the area’s Nature Boardwalk, and make my way up through its
tunnels, where I take breaks whenever
I’m feeling tired.

To describe everything Harry has been
through would take seven novels. He has
vanquished the Dark Lord and saved the
wizarding world, all before turning 18.
His journey is a constant reminder to me
that no matter what life throws your way,
it can still turn out well in the end.

At 3500 S. Halsted St., if you want a
shrimp and avocado omelet or a two
pork chops two egg breakfast, you
got it. It’s a simple atmosphere with
wholesome, hearty, post-church eats.
Steak N Egger:
This is a Lower West side, quintessential diner, at 1174 W. Cermak Road,
with greasy comfort food and a cozy
decor featuring salt shakers, gumball
machines and sticky counters. Open
24/7, Steak N Egger earns its slogan:
“We doze but never close.”

The Lakefront Trail:

Katniss Everdeen, “The Hunger
Games” trilogy

Schedule this run for the sunrise or sunset and see an array of pink, purple and
orange colors. The best part is bringing
a set of headphones. Let the music hit
you and watch the skyline as you remind
yourself why you chose this city.

Losing her father, growing up in the
poorest district in Panem, surviving the
Hunger Games and being the face of a
revolution can be a lot for a 16-year-old.
Katniss has shown a new generation
women can be heroes, too.

The Riverwalk:

Meredith Grey, “Grey’s Anatomy”

This is one of my favorite people-watching places because you get to enjoy the
city from a different angle. You’ll find
locals and tourists having wine outside
the restaurants while party boats cross
the river.

Seattle Grace, now Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital, is quite possibly the worst
place anyone can work. Meredith Grey
has been through it all. She is a reminder
it’s okay to be weak sometimes, but it is
still possible to battle on.

The 606:

Stiles Stilinski, “Teen Wolf”

If you are not sure which neighborhood to
run in, do not despair. Explore more than
five neighborhoods, including Wicker
Park, Logan Square and Humboldt Park,
on this new elevated trail. This is the perfect place to take your dog for a run or get
distracted by strangers.

Stilinski has shown time and time again
that he is more than just a human among
the supernatural. Stiles is not the main
character, but he is the heart of the show
and a character that fans have grown to
love over five seasons.

White Palace,1159 S. Canal St., is probably the most authentic diner in the
West Loop. This old-timey, 24/7 grill is
best known for the mural on the diner
wall depicting Richard M. Daley, Michael Jordan and other well known
Chicagoans playing poker.

Jim Halpert, “The Office (U.S.)”

Belmont Snack Shop:

Just when you thought perfection did
not exist, Jim Halpert came along. A mix
of sarcasm, intelligence and romance all
wrapped in a 6’3” body, Jim is the guy everyone wants to be. Also, his love for Pam
is the fairy tale girls dream about.

Also open 24/7, this Avondale diner,
3407 W. Belmont Ave., is the perfect
place to grab a cup of coffee and load
up on greasy food after catching a late
night show. The neon signs out front
provide a surreal standing space.

The Loop:
If you’re looking for a run full of human
obstacles, this one’s for you! Running in
the heart of the city gives you an extra
adrenaline rush whenever you’re about
to quit.
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Daley’s Restaurant:
Daley’s, 809 E. 63rd St. in Woodlawn,
has an extensive breakfast and dinner
menu of classic soul food. The diner
was founded by an Irish ironworker
named John Daley, who found more
pleasure in feeding construction workers than working alongside them.
White Palace Grill:

reviews
APP

IPHONE 7

SCREEN

“BACHELOR IN
PARADISE” SEASON
FINALE
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scale

MUSIC

RANDOM

PROM QUEEN
“STRANGER
PEAKS”

THE “TWILIGHT”
SOUNTRACK

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» MARIA CARDONA
PHOTO EDITOR

» SELENA COTTE
OPINIONS EDITOR

» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Although the design of the iPhone 7,
announced Sept. 7, doesn’t look too
different, the phone is water and dust
resistant, has a new camera system,
improved battery life and an impressive audio experience. The phone will
come with a new lightning connector
headphones and an adapter for old
school ones, a change for many users. I
am anticipating the new release.

As the ending of “Paradise” came to a
close Sept. 6, it was sadly predictable.
Grace, a nickname for couple Lace
and Grant, getting matching tattoos
was pretty insane. Now-engaged couples Josh and Amanda were certain to
reach the end, and Evan and Carly were
beautiful and perfect for each other.
The upsetting news was Nick being announced as the next “Bachelor.”

Seattle-based DJ Prom Queen took the
theme song to recently-released Netflix original “Stranger Things,” mixed
it with a synth version of “Laura’s
Theme” from cult classic and soon-tobe-revived “Twin Peaks.” It created a
very eerie, cool late ‘80s-sounding jam.
It’s even better considering my recent
dive into “Twin Peaks” reruns while I
prepare for the upcoming revival.

I had a CD version of this soundtrack
in middle school and listened to it on
an old boombox after school usually
every day. With angsty tunes from
Iron & Wine, Linkin Park, Paramore
and even actor Robert Pattinson,
this album is the ultimate throwback
playlist. Though the movie came out
in 2008, “Supermassive Black Hole”
is still my jam.

APP

“SIX!” APP

SCREEN

“AHS” SEASON 6
TRAILERS

MUSIC

RANDOM

NICKI MINAJ
“THE PINKPRINT
FREESTYLE”

BARACKTREMA
OBAMAI, THE
PARASITE

» MCKAYLA BRAID
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER

» ERIN BROWN
PHOTO EDITOR

» SELENA COTTE
OPINIONS EDITOR

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

There are countless apps made to exercise your brain. This new one, called
“Six” isn’t much different. The game is
like reverse Tetris; you have to smash
cubes out of the way so a hexagon can
fall down in a straight line. If the hexagon falls out of the line, the game is
over. This game is very similar to other
mind games. It kept my attention for a
little, but I became really bored after
playing the game for a few minutes.

TV show “American Horror Story”
released two dozens trailers for its
upcoming sixth season, but the theme
remains a mystery. Only one of the 24
actually depicts what the season will
include. The trailers are enticing and
creepy, but the new season premieres
on Sept. 14, so it’s time to stop stringing fans along. There are only so many
times I can see a new trailer and still
get excited about a possible theme.

Rap goddess Nicki Minaj has been mostly
silent since 2014’s The Pinkprint was released, but she came back hard with this
low-profile Sept. 5 SoundCloud-uploaded
freestyle. It’s clear she’s been watching
the world from the backseat with lines
like “I’m dragging these hoes like Harambe did the kid,” and after almost six minutes of fun, I’m sure she’s spent her hiatus
preparing to revolutionize rap again. I
can’t wait.

Obama can now add one more honor to his resume. A scientist at Saint
Mary’s College in Indiana named
a parasite flatworm that lives in
turtle’s blood after the president.
Baracktrema obamai, as the parasite is called, reminds the scientist of
the president because it is crucial to
helping animals. “It’s long. It’s thin.
And it’s cool as hell,” said the scientist
about the parasite—same as Obama.
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editorial

Youth should be taught rights,
police should be taught respect

T

he state of Illinois requires all high
school students to attend driver’s
education courses, and in August,
the state passed a law requiring the
lessons to include information on how
to behave when pulled over by police. A
curriculum is in the works, which all
driving and public schools must implement in the 2017–2018 academic year.
The lead organizer of Chicago’s Black
Lives Matter chapter, Kofi Ademola, told
DNAinfo in a Sept. 1 article, he thought
the law was “problematic.” He said it
could be seen as an attempt to make
minority youth more submissive to the
police rather than help them contest
blatantly illegal actions. This law has
troubling implications in Illinois, considering Chicago is still dealing with
the aftermath of the Oct. 20, 2014, fatal

shooting of Laquan McDonald by police
officer Jason Van Dyke. This law could
be misused as police accountability
continues to be a national issue.
Without context, the curriculum
could serve to further protect police
officers from accountability and shift
the responsibility for proper protocol
to the average driver, so it is imperative
the lesson goes beyond that. Students
should be taught their legal rights when
interacting with police and a step-by-step
procedure for what happens during a
typical police stop. These rights include
knowledge of search and seizure laws,
the right to record a police officer and
the ability to request proof of an officer’s
authority, such as a badge or license.
The Illinois driving manual, “Rules
of the Road,” has a section called “Being

Slave descendant admission
plan not enough reparation

G

eorgetown University, located
in Washington, D.C. and ranking 21 in the 2016 list of best
national universities published by U.S.
News and World Report, announced an
unprecedented and bold plan Sept. 1 to
offer the descendants of slaves owned
by the Maryland Jesuits and sold to
fund the college’s operations preferential admission to the university. This
puts them at the same level as legacy
applicants, who also get preference.
The Maryland Jesuit sale of slaves
in 1838 is one of the largest and most
well-documented in all of American
history, and Georgetown has begun to
track the descendants down to solicit
their applications and explain their
families’ history to them. The college

also renamed two buildings previously
named after slave owners to those of a
former slave from the aforementioned
purchase and a black woman who
opened a school for young black girls
near the university in the 19th century.
It is admirable a university of
Georgetown’s size and stature is owning up to its unfortunate history and
trying to make amends, but offering
students a better chance at a spot at their
university and renaming buildings are
not the most meaningful reparations.
Who is to say the descendants want
to go to Georgetown or can afford to
attend? How many of them, even with
preferred status, have the academic
history and resume needed to compete
with standard Georgetown applicants?

Pulled Over By Law Enforcement,” which
may be the material driver’s education
courses draw from to fill this requirement. It includes advice on what do when
drivers believe an officer has mistreated
them, as well as a walk-through of
what to do when an officer pulls them
over, detailing proper action from the
point of being pulled over by the police
to being released back onto the road.
Including this information in driver’s
education lessons is a good start for discussing police interactions. In addition,
local schools and districts should be able
to tailor their lessons to their communities. For instance, schools and districts
in areas with notoriously disrespectful
cops should be able to emphasize signs
of being mistreated by police if they feel
this extra knowledge would be important.
However, it is just as important that
police officers be properly educated
to interact with the public. Citizens
should not be trained, or even asked, to
be respectful to officers; instead, police
should learn to handle all kinds of

behavior from citizens properly without
resorting to unnecessary violence.
Not cooperating with police should
rarely end in a death sentence and should
be handled with arrests and detainment
if need be. In the case of Sandra Bland, a
woman who died under police custody
after being pulled over and inappropriately treated by police on July 10, 2015, in
Hempstead, Texas, officers would have
prevented worldwide heartbreak had they
considered less-violent alternatives to
handling her minor traffic violation and
alleged disrespect. Training police officers to react less violently to the citizens
they are protecting is more important
than teaching high school students
what to do in the event of a police stop.
Better understanding between police
officers and the communities they are
policing is key to ending tensions and
diminishing police brutality. This
challenge needs to be tackled from
both sides of the table: Civilians and
the police who are meant to protect
them should both be doing their parts.
editorial

Instead of offering a seat at its own
table, Georgetown should focus its
efforts on offering more meaningful
opportunities. A better solution is creating a scholarship fund for descendants
who might not be able to afford a college
education, and possibly, prep courses
to help descendants before they get
to the college level, like Georgetown
already offers to local disadvantaged
youth in the Washington, D.C. area.
Preferential treatment does
not hurt anyone but is an empty
gift, not real reparation. It does
not cost the school anything.
Legacy applications are already
becoming less important to institutions
of higher education. Colleges like the
University of Chicago have phased
them out as it becomes more important
to admit students based on individual
merit and not their family background
or history, according to a Nov. 19, 2015,
Huffington Post article titled “Do
legacy students get a leg up in college

applications?” Perhaps Georgetown
should follow this lead and get rid of preferential applications altogether and focus
more on educating descendants better so
they can earn their place at Georgetown.
Admitting its role in the slave trade and
making an effort to reach out to those
affected is a bold action not taken by
many institutions and should be praised.
From Brown University to the
University of North Carolina, slavery
is embedded in much of higher education’s legacy. More schools should
follow Georgetown’s lead in creating
a dialogue about their pasts while
pushing to create a fairer future
at their institution and beyond.
Other schools should not offer
preferential admission to those they
have affected, but scholarships and
community outreach combined with
open communication about slave trade
history are good steps for universities
to take while reparations from the
U.S. government is still debated.
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Unrealistic
makeup
standards
shouldn’t be
covered up
» lauren kostiuk

DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

inger Alicia Keys announced in
May she would go bare-faced and
stop wearing makeup because
she was tired of “covering up.”
Keys was greeted with a social media
frenzy when she debuted her makeup-free
look during the one-hour preview of “The
Voice” on Aug. 21 and again when she
attended the MTV Video Music Awards
Aug. 28. Her naked face was trending
nationally on Facebook alongside
conflicts in the Middle East and other,
more serious issues facing the U.S.
The debate her decision ignited was
ridiculous because the decision to wear
makeup should be a matter of personal choice. It is unfortunate that her
audience feels the need to comment.
One reason this happens is that
social media has blurred the line
between private and public. Many
women—although makeup is not only
for women—feel the need to inform
their followers every time they are
wearing #NoMakeup in their selfie.

Because makeup and conventional
notions of femininity are inextricably linked, it’s easy to politicize her
decision and read it as an attack on
women who wear makeup. However,
Keys says that is not the case; she
just doesn’t want to wear it.
Many young girls can’t wait to get
their hands on mom’s red lipstick and
mascara to play with, but makeup
becomes a serious business as women
get older. They learn that in order
to be loved or employed, they must
cover imperfections to fit a patriarchal-driven definition of beauty.
Even the law doesn’t protect a woman’s
right to go bare-faced at work. Darlene
Jespersen, a Harrah’s Casino employee,
lost her case in 2006 when the Federal
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
ruled it was not discriminatory for her
employer to require her to wear makeup.
Research suggests women who conform to a more traditionally polished
standard of grooming and beauty have

higher salaries. A study published in
April by University of California, Irvine,
and the University of Chicago found that
“groomed” women made more money.
For men, the study showed grooming
didn’t have as significant an impact.
It is understandable employers want
their workforce to look professional, but
natural beauty should not be considered
unprofessional. Society needs to start
teaching women, especially young women
or girls, to accept themselves as they are.
While there is nothing wrong with enjoying makeup, conforming to those artificial
standards shouldn’t be mandatory.
Keys’ decision has helped jump-start
a conversation, but society still has a
way to go before unrealistic standards
for women are abandoned. If makeup
is what makes women feel empowered, that’s perfectly valid. If a woman
feels more comfortable without any
makeup, that should be accepted, too.
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com

student poll

What has been
your experience
with Columbia’s
payment plan
process?

“The emails [about it] aren’t super
helpful, but going into the financial
aid offices helped me figure it out.”
allen lucas
freshman theatre major

A

commentary

Businesses
do not need
gimmicks
to attract
millennials
» abby lee hood
COPY CHIEF

familiar video game character with red overalls and a
mustache stole at least some
of the show at the Apple keynote
event in San Francisco Sept. 7.
CEO Tim Cook told the audience
Super Mario is finally getting his first
official iPhone app. Nintendo Chief
Game Designer Shigeru Miyamoto told
the crowd Super Mario Run would be
released before the holiday season.
Unlike other companies trying and
failing to be hip, Nintendo is doing an
efficient job marketing itself to a younger
generation. Miyamoto introduced the
app without joking about faux phone
addiction or self-centered millennials.
Other marketing campaigns
aimed at millennials often to connect. Verizon Wireless posted a
commercial on YouTube May 25
featuring a parody of “Milkshake,”
by Kelis, a song released in 2003.
The attempt was outdated, and the
targeted audience was obvious.
Verizon isn’t alone in creating
cringe-worthy ads. Funyuns, the

tyler jones

“[They are] mostly telling emails. I
ignore them.”

senior journalism major

nick amedin

junior cinema art +
science major

“I heard you don’t need one; [SFS] just
[says] you do.”

onion-flavored chip company, recently
started a campaign on Tumblr involving
an excessive number of memes and not
much else. The company’s account posted
photos of cats whose eyes are onion
rings and a couch with hair that looks
distinctly like Donald Trump’s. Funyuns
executives apparently decided hairy
sofas and felines are the most intelligent
things 20-somethings understand.
Marketing to millennials requires more
than memes and unsuccessfully trying to
be cool. Nintendo is doing it by delivering
great product without cheesy attempts
at promotion. The company doesn’t
tweet irrelevant hashtags or launch
embarrassing campaigns. They take
themselves and their audience, seriously.
According to an April 28, 2015, Forbes
article by Daniel Newman, principal
analyst of Futurum Research and CEO
of Broadsuite Media Group, getting
millennials’ attention requires creativity because young people know what
is a quality product and what is not.
Engaging young adults is vital, too.
A June 15 Gallup poll stated only 25

percent of millennials— born between
1980 and 1996—are fully engaged customers, even though they have $200
billion to spend on worthy products.
MillennialMarketing.com, a website that provides content to help
advertisers design effective, youthful
campaigns, says 69 percent of the generation likes brands that stand for “more
than their bottom line,” and many are
more interested in spending money
on traveling than material goods.
Millennials see through poorly disguised attempts to weasel into their
wallets. Instead of purchasing products
based on campaigns that try too hard,
they buy into ideas and experiences and
less into obvious attempts to make money.
Without degrading young people,
and without mockery, Miyamoto gave
gamers and Mario fans something to
anticipate. Other companies should
pay attention; it is possible to market authentically without making a
fool of a company or its audience.
ahood@chroniclemail.com
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Green Party’s Jill Stein holds rally in Uptown » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Jill Stein holds Chicago
rally despite warrant
for her arrest

» Photos ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

Jill Stein discussed her presidential platforms in
her hometown of Chicago during a Sept. 7 rally.

» COURTNEY WOLFE

“There is a warrant out for the arrest of
Ajamu Baraka and myself,” Stein said. “The
ones that should be arrested are companies
ADDRESSING HER SUPPORTERS at a Sept. 7
of the Dakota Access Pipeline.”
rally in Uptown, Green Party presidential
Stein’s running mate, Ajamu Baraka, also
candidate Jill Stein discussed the current took time during the event to address his
warrant out for her arrest in North Dakota and Stein’s misdemeanor warrant.
after spray painting “I approve this mes“Some people ask why we were in North
sage” onto a bulldozer in protest of the Dakota, and why we ended up in the situaDakota Access Pipeline.
tion,” Baraka said. “We have to explain to
them very simply that this campaign is not
just a campaign, [it] is about building popular power, [it] is about linking up shoulder to
shoulder with all those who are struggling
against oppression.”
However, the third-party candidate’s legal
issues did not stop her from addressing a
crowd of approximately 600, who gathered
at the Peoples Church of Chicago, 941 W.
Lawrence Ave. The audience listened to
Stein discuss major social issues included in
her campaign, such as student debt, climate
change and the trillions of dollars spent
overseas on warfare.
“These problems are not unsolvable,” Stein
said to the crowd. “There is nothing fairytale about justice.”
Some rally attendees sported Bernie
Sanders
hats, while several wore T-shirts
Green Party vice presidential candidate Ajamu
that said “The Greater Good, Not the Lesser
Baraka said he does not regret taking part in the
protest in North Dakota where misdemeanor
Evil.” Signs declared “Demilitarize the
charges were pressed against him and running
Police” and “Abolish Student Debt.”
mate Jill Stein.
METRO REPORTER

Nancy Wade, chair of the Green Party
of Chicago, called attendees the “heroes of
democracy” for their third-party support.
Christopher Lempa, a 21-year-old North
Park University student wearing a Jill Stein
t-shirt and Bernie Sanders hat, said he supports Stein now that Sanders is out of the
race because she has similar ideals.
“I am here to go against the two-party system we’re stuck in,” Lempa said. “The two
parties running things are in many ways
on the same team at this point.”
Taylor Henson, a 22-year-old Stein supporter and Americorps volunteer from Elgin,
Illinois, said the candidate represents her
values, and she does not feel as if she is
throwing away her vote by casting her ballot
for a third party candidate.
“It is very important to vote for Jill
Stein, or whoever you think is the best
presidential candidate because you vote
with your heart,” Henson said. “That is what
true democracy is—not voting because they
have the best chance.”
Stein refuted the idea that votes for her
are wasted.
“We’re told that resistance is futile, why
are we even bothering—I’m certainly hearing that all the time,” Stein said. “We say
to them ‘forget the lesser evil; fight for the
greater good like our lives depend on it,’
because they do.”

Ahlea Aguilar, a 21-year-old student
at Elgin Community College earning her
associates degree in Human Service, said
abolishing student debt is the most appealing part of Stein’s campaign.
“Jill Stein has become the newer age hero
to me,” Aguilar said.
Speakers included members of the
Chicago Teacher’s Union, local college students, several city and state Green Party
candidates and Zerlina Smith, Stein’s
Illinois state regional campaign coordinator
who expressed frustration with the current
political landscape and expressed hope for
a better future.
“If you look outside your door, is this a
vision of what you want it to be?” asked
Smith. “Are you tired of the Republican
that has not had a budget for the state of
Illinois in years?”
Stein also addressed local issues such as
the lack of funding for public schools and the
2014 shooting death of Laquan McDonald.
“Not only did Chicago need a new Chief
of Police, Chicago needs a new mayor to do
justice to Chicago,” Stein said. “This is a
crisis of the violence of systemic racism that
is part of the ongoing legacy of the criminal
institution of slavery, which we must put an
end to once and for all.”
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
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You’re taking

what

LSAT prep company?!

LET BLUEPRINT DRAMATICALLY
INCREASE YOUR LSAT SCORE.

888-4-BP-PREP
blueprintlsat.com

Use the promo code SAVE100
to receive $100 off either the
online or classroom course!
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MANAGING EDITOR

Demagogues can succeed,
U.S. voters should notice

T

he president of the Philippines,
Rodrigo Duterte, made headlines
in the United States when he
insulted President Barack Obama by
calling him a “son of a whore,” according to a Sept. 7 article from Vox.com.
This is not the first time Duterte hurled
insults at American politicians since taking
office on June 30. He called U.S. Ambassador
Philip Goldberg a “gay son of a b----h” and
called Secretary of State John Kerry “crazy,”
according to an Aug. 11 CNN report.
Duterte has no doubt been offensive to
American politicians, but he also has reputation problems in the international community. He is known for extreme violence
and inappropriate behavior.
Aside from the threat Duterte poses to
the relationship between the United States
and the Philippines, there is another reason
Americans should be worried—his behavior's
uncanny resemblance to Donald Trump.
Both Trump and Duterte show insensitivity and a lack of respect in the international
community and in their own countries.
These actions are usually unacceptable,
especially from politicians or people in
power, but somehow Trump has made it
to the presidential primary and Duterte
was elected.
They have used empty, violent rhetoric in
their plans to fight against extremist groups.
Regarding threats of organizations like
ISIS, Duterte has said he will “eat” extremists with “vinegar and salt,” according to a
Sept. 6 Time Magazine article.
Meanwhile, Trump has vowed to ban
Muslims as a possible solution to this issue.
This is an unproductive approach to
extremism, or truly, any problems a political
leader would confront.
These men are frightening manifestations of international unrest, uncertainty
and dissatisfaction. Both benefit from people looking for someone to “tell it like it is”
and do what they think is necessary without
concern for repercussions.
The rise of a demagogue is something
people should be wary of. Demagogues will
tell frustrated people what they want to hear,
but when the time comes to lead effectively
or create the change they promised, their

promises are empty, or in Duterte's case,
violent and disrespectful.
The war on drugs, which was one of
Duterte's key campaign promises, is
something he is notorious for. Within
the first seven weeks of his presidency,
more than 1,800 suspected drug users
and dealers were killed in the Philippines,
as reported Aug. 23 by Time Magazine.
Before the election, political experts
urged people who opposed Duterte, previously a notoriously violent mayor of The
Philippines' Davao City, to unite behind
a single candidate instead of splitting
between four candidates, according to a
May 9 article from The Telegraph.
Support for Trump may not be unanimous from republicans, but Trump is
up against a divided party—much like
Duterte before he was elected—which
gives him an advantage.
There is still a significant divide
between supporters of Bernie Sanders
and Hillary Clinton. While many Sanders
supporters moved to the Clinton camp,
many are still upset Sanders did not
receive the nomination. Their dissatisfaction may cause them to decide to
vote for a third party candidate and take
potential votes away from Clinton, or not
vote at all.
Polls have repeatedly shown Clinton
is ahead of Trump, if only slightly. Some
could use that to feel secure in Clinton’s
path to the presidency, but the harsh
reality is if Duterte could win with his
nonsense rhetoric, Trump can, too.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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Presented by the American Sign Language Department at Columbia College Chicago

m - 3pm

9 / 2 8 / / 1 0 a m - 3pm
Showcasing agencies and businesses
with community resources for Deaf,
Deaf-Blind, Hard of Hearing,
Late Deafened, and Interpreters.
Includes a performance by Peter Cook
and voter registration drive
by Equip For Equality.

30 / / 10am-6p
/
9
6
m
9/2
A week long art exhibition open to
the public. Jim Van Manen
showcases ASL related paintings
and other artworks.

Part of International Deaf Awareness Week
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Chicago takes spotlight as
growing filming destination
CHICAGO WILL SET a record this fall
with eight television shows filming full-time in the city.
The uptick in filming projects
during the last five years has generated addtional jobs and more
than $1.3 billion in city revenue
according to an Aug. 31 press
release from the mayor’s office.
In the next few months, television shows “Patriot,” “The
Exorcist,” “A.P.B.” and “Chicago
Justice” are set to join the roster of shows filming in Chicago,
which already includes “Empire”
and four from producer Dick Wolf:
“Chicago Fire,” “Chicago P.D.” and
“Chicago Med.”
“We are proud that Chicago
continues to serve as a destination for filming and commercial

activity... each of these productions
contributes significantly to the
growth of our neighborhoods and
the economic health of our city,”
Mayor Rahm Emanuel stated in
the press release.
A mayoral spokesperson and
Mark Kelly, commissioner of the
Department of Cultural Affairs
and Special Events, both did not
respond to requests for comment
as of press time.
The increase during the past five
years in Chicago productions is
creating greater demand for local
industry workers, said Bradley
Matthys, president of I.A.T.S.E.
Studio Mechanics Local 476, the
union that represents a variety of
production crafts including set
design, makeup and special effects.
“We have to anticipate and prepare for the work we know we’re
going to get,” Matthys said.
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An unprecendented number of television shows, including NBC’s “Chicago Fire,” are filming in Chicago this season,
according to an Aug. 31 press release from Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s office.

Matthys pointed out that many
of the approximately 1,500 members of the Local 476 are former
Columbia students.
One cause of Chicago’s boost in
television filming since 2008 is
Illinois’ film tax credit, according to Matthys and Eric Scholl,
the associate chair of Columbia’s
Television Department.
According to the Illinois Film
Office, the state offers a 30 percent

tax credit to film, television and
advertising productions for money
spent on Illinois crews and certain
goods and services. Producers can
receive an additional 15 percent
tax credit on the salaries of individuals who live in economically
disadvantaged areas of Chicago.
The Illinois Film Office and
Chicago Film Office could not
be reached for comment as of
press time.

“The truth of the matter is: If you
don’t have a big tax incentive for
filmmaking, you don’t have a film
industry, no matter how beautiful
the city,” Matthys said.
Both Matthys and Scholl
added that the creation of
Cinespace, a film studio with
20 sound stages on 1.4 million
square-feet on Chicago’s West
Side, is another contributing
factor for the filming increase.

SEE FILM, PAGE 46
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New Chicago-based architect group
advocates for climate change legislation
» ERIC BRADACH
METRO REPORTER

95 Chicago-based
architecture, design and engineering firms launched a new
organization—the Architects
Advocate Action on Climate
Change—Sept. 1 to promote and
advocate for climate change legislation, according to its website.
Architects must be proactive in
the battle against climate change
because of their ability to create
sustainable environments through
building, according to Tom Jacobs,
a principal at Krueck + Sexton
Architects, one of the architecture
firms in the new group.
Buildings create about 40 percent of all carbon emissions, and
architects can effectively “move the
needle” toward energy efficiency,
Jacobs said.
A GROUP OF

“[The organization was formed
to] support a coalition of architects
who believe that a healthy environment is a civil right,” he added.
There has been great progress in
the group’s long-term goal of legislation to lessen climate change,
he added, but additional efforts
are needed, such as city building
departments enforcing stricter
building codes.
“Building codes are one of the
most effective tools [against the
damages of climate change],”
Jacobs said, because they set a bar
that everyone must maintain.
Krueck + Sexton Architects
led the effort to create the group,
according to Jose Luis de la Fuente,
a principal at STL Architects,
another architecture firm member
in the AAACC.
When approached by Mark
Sexton—founding principal at

Krueck + Sexton—to participate
in AAACC, De la Fuente said his
firm was happy to join the group
and help build a brighter future.
“As architects, there are a number of ways we can make an impact
on what we believe is a real problem,” de la Fuente said.
Cynthia Klein-Banai, associate
chancellor for sustainability at the
University of Illinois at Chicago,
said responding to climate change
is critical because its effects can be
seen worldwide.
Chicago’s increase in rain, flooding and temperature variations are
evident—and sea levels are rising
globally, Klein-Banai said.
If not addressed, the problems
will impact social, shelter, migration, agriculture and political
issues globally, Klein-Banai said.
Klein-Banai added the city’s
storm water overflow into Lake

Michigan is evidence Chicago
needs greater improvements to
become a sustainable environment.
She is in favor of the city building
an on-sight storm water mitigation
system—and directing water back
to the lake as opposed to the city’s
water treatment plants.
“We need legislation[on climate
change],” Klein-Banai said.
De la Fuente said he hopes that
other firms and groups worldwide

will join in the coalition to fight
against climate change—and push
for legislation.
“If we can galvanize a revolution
to make administrators who can
change policy aware that there is
[sufficient scientific evidence that
climate change is a problem], then
we can leave a better place for our
children,” de la Fuente said.
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
More energy-efficient buildings, such as Roosevelt University’s new campus
building, 425 S. Wabash Ave., are the goal of the recently-launched organization
Architects Advocate on Climate Change.
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justice and sociology at Chicago
State University
Unlike the preceding Office of
Professional Standards—a former
Chicago Police Department unit
that investigated accusations of
police misconduct—the new body
gives greater authority to those
conducting investigations.
Thomson said while the process
has been “painfully slow,” there
may be value in Emanuel’s proposal,
including increased authority an
subpoena power for COPA.
COPA is designed to be a new and
independent review board, but City
Hall and the mayor’s office is still
very much in control, said Frank
Chapman, field organizer for the
Chicago Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression.
Chapman, whose activist group
pushes for police accountability
and civil rights and rejects the ordinance, said it institutes a “sham
process” that still leaves City Hall
and the mayor’s office in control of
the board’s personnel.
Chapman added that he thinks
the proposal is not designed to

address the controversy and issues funding, appointment and indeof police accountability.
pendence of COPA’s attorneys are
“The only solution to the problem addressed at a Sept. 29 meeting,
is to give the people the democratic according to Thomson.
right to decide who polices our
“[This is] another step in the right
communities and how our commu- direction, but structural issues
nities are policed,” Chapman said. remain,” Thomson said.

The city needs to bring someone in who
has no ties to what has occurred before.
Louis Silverstein
According to the ordinance’s latThis ordinance is too similar to
est draft, the chief administrator ones already in existence, accordof COPA will be the former chief ing to Louis Silverstein, an assoadministrator of IPRA, Sharon ciate professor of humanities at
Fairley. She will be appointed by Columbia College.
Emanuel to a four-year term and
“The [city] need[s] to bring somecan be reappointed. The ordinance one in who has no ties to what has
states the City Council is respon- occurred before,” Silverstein said.
sible for selecting future adminisDraft contributors Alderman
trators by an unspecified method, Carrie Austin (34th), Alderman
and the mayor-appointed Inspector Ariel Reboyras (30th), the CPD
General appoints the new Public and the Mayor’s Office could not
Safety Deputy.
be reached for comment.
This ordinance should not be
voted on until concerns regarding
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
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» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
According to Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s Police Accountability Ordinance draft, the
proposed Civilian Office of Police Accountability will have the power to review all
Chicago Police misconduct complaints.
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Mark J. Degnen, the CFO and
Manager at Cinespace, said the
business’ lots are currently at
capacity because of the influx of
cable and network shows.
According to Scholl, Chicago’s
diverse landscapes also make it
an excellent filming destination.
“[Chicago] can be any number of other places,” Scholl said.
“Right now Chicago is New York
in ‘Empire.’ Chicago can be the
ocean; Chicago can be urban not
too far out, it can be open lands,
[and] individual neighborhoods
look like a lot of neighborhoods in
other parts of the country.”
Degnen added that television
producers admire Chicago’s acting
talent pool.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
Street closures are the biggest complaint from residents of neighborhoods where
shows are being filmed, according to Eric Scholl, associate chair of Columbia’s
Television Department.

Erica Cruz, a talent agent at
Lily’s Talent Agency in Chicago,
said that the filming upsurge has
been great for her clients who
would like to stay in Chicago.
“Usually you have somebody that
starts to build a resume and then
they go out to one of the coasts,”
Cruz said. “We’re able to keep
stronger talent around here for
longer [now].”
According to Matthys, the
increase in business has helped
many people in the cinematic arts.
“A lot of families get fed, and a lot
of people who love making movies
and TV shows get to work in their
hometown,” Matthys said.
The most common downside
to filming for residents is street
closures. However, according to
Scholl, the Chicago Film Office

schedules filming in locations it
will be least disruptive.
Matthys said in the 40 years
he has worked in the business,
Chicago has never hosted more
film and television productions.
However, he said he is hoping that
a bigger studio will be built for feature films in the future.
“As excited and happy as we
are, we want to continue to grow,”
Matthys said.
Degnen said he thinks that the
upswing will continue.
“The capacity is here,” Dagnen
said. “If the tax incentive stays in
place, for the foreseeable future [it
looks like] Chicago’s a really viable destination for a lot of these
productions.”
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com

Columbia College Chicago’s American Sign Language Department Presents

ASL Institute

Fall 2016 Session One - Build your ASL skills this Fall!

Sept. 13th - Oct 18th.
Beginning American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

TUES.
6pm-8pm

Intermediate American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

TUES.
6pm-8pm

Advanced American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

#columasl

colum.edu/asl
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WEDS.
6pm-8pm

Register T od ay !

$110.00

For more information, contact Nina at ncampbell@colum.edu
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» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
Native Americans particpated in the Sept. 9 rally protesting the Dakota Access Pipeline. The rally began at Daley Plaza , 50 W.Washington St., and made its way past the Metcalfe Federal Building, 77 W. Jackson Blvd.
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1246 W Randolph Street
Chicago IL 60607
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